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Abstract
Spatial and Modular Regularization in Eﬀective Connectivity
Inference from Neural Activity Data
Previous studies of eﬀective connectivity inference from neural activity data benefited from simple regularization approaches such as L1 regularization, which promotes
sparseness of the connection matrix. In this thesis we investigate the incorporation of
two novel physiologically plausible priors based on spatial and modular organization of
the neural circuit in the framework of Bayesian inference.
First we formulate a spatial prior which incorporates distance-dependent connectivity in the linear non-linear Poisson (LNP) model. We consider distance-dependent
L1 and L2 regularization of connection weights as well as a hierarchical prior with
distance-dependent connection probability. We derive maximum a posteriori (MAP)
estimation algorithms by gradient descent, Newton method, and Metropolis-Hastings
sampling. We test the eﬀectiveness of these algorithms using synthetic data based on
physiologically realistic distance-dependent connection weights and clarify the eﬀects
of the regularization parameter and data size, as well as the problems with highly synchronous firing and self-connections. The methods are also tested with calcium imaging
data from the mouse posterior parietal cortex (PPC).
Next we formulate a modularity prior which assumes multiple modules in a network
and diﬀerent within-module and between-module weight distributions. We formulate
a MAP inference by combining Gibbs sampling for module membership and Newton’s
method for connection weights. The method is validated by synthetic data with various modular structures, including spatially localized modules with distance-dependent
connections.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
Understanding neural circuits and their underlying principles has been the goal of large
international projects such as the Brain/MINDS program in Japan [42], the Human
Brain Project in the EU [34] and the BRAIN initiative in the US [25]. Neural connectivity is a core component in understanding neural circuits and how they contribute
to information processing and computation in the brain. Networks in the brain can be
analyzed at diﬀerent scales. The following work focuses on the mesoscopic scale, that
is connectivity of neural populations in their local circuit.
Advancement of neural recording techniques on the meso-scale, such as calcium
fluorescence imaging enables neuroscientists to study neural populations on the scale of
several hundred to a thousand neurons [41]. The technique of two-photon microscopy,
that allows recording in specific cortical layers and location in-vivo, is a promising
driving force [60, 61].
Such advancements in recording capability, and the resulting amounts of neural
data, drive a need for the development of new computational and statistical methodologies for processing and analysis to eﬃciently utilize this wealth of data to the further
our understanding of the brain [58].
Therefore, the overall goal of the research presented here is to contribute to this
understanding by advancing methodologies for the analysis of neural circuitry and by
studying their computational and information processing properties.
More specifically, we develop two new approaches for the inference of eﬀective connectivity from neural recording data on the scale of several hundred neurons.

1.1

The Two Directions: Spatial and Modular

The two methods we investigate impose spatial and modular regularization respectively.
Given the distinctive nature of these two directions we divide the main body of this
work into two main chapters. Chapter 3 focuses on spatial regularized eﬀective neural
connectivity inference (SECI) and Chapter 4 focuses on modular regularized eﬀective
connectivity inference (MECI).
To give an initial idea of these two directions we paraphrase the two major assumptions underlying them:
1. Neurons that are spatially located closer to each have a higher probability of
1
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being connected and might show stronger connections.
2. Neurons are organized in spatial or functional modules with stronger connectivity
withing each module than those between diﬀerent modules.

The development of the spatial approach in particular, was driven by the aim to
analyze the data from two-photon microscopy recording of the parietal cortex of the
mouse brain from a previous study in our research group [16].
To the best of our knowledge, no rigorous study of these two priors which go beyond previous methods that work with structural priors like the sparseness of neural
connections [38, 59] has been conducted.

1.2

Structure

The remainder of this thesis is structured in the following way:
In Chapter 2 reviews the theoretical foundation which are needed to appreciate
the main body of work, namely, probabilistic models of neural spike generation and
Bayesian methods for the inference of their connection weight parameteres. Furthermore, related works and studies supporting the above mentioned two major assumptions are discussed.
Chapter 3 and 4 comprise the main body of this work and both follow a similar
subdivision of theoretical formulation, algorithm derivation, evaluation, application
and finally discussion of results.
Chapter 3 focuses on spatial eﬀective connectivity inference (SECI). We formulate
three variants of spike generation models (SECI-L1, SECI-L2 and Hi-SECI) and derive connectivity inference algorithms for them. We then evaluate performance of the
respective algorithms on simulated data and apply them to experimental recordings.
Chapter 4 focuses on modular eﬀective connectivity inference (MECI). We formulate
a model with two diﬀerent priors for connections within each module and between
diﬀerent modules. We then derive connectivity inference method using Gibbs sampling
and Newton’s method. The performance of the algorithms is tested on simulated data
according to the assumption and a realistic neural network model.
Chapter 5 provides an overarching discussion of both approaches including a critically discussion of limitations and possible future directions.
Chapter 6 wraps up the whole work with a conclusion and summary of the key
points.

Chapter 2
Theoretical Foundation of
Connectivity Inference and Related
Works
In this chapter we first introduce the theoretical foundation needed to appreciate later
chapters. Then we review related works and discuss literature which supports the
assumptions on which basis we construct the rest of this research.
The focus of this work is on the mesoscopic scale of connectivity inference which is
concerned with connectivity between neurons in a local region of up to several hundred
neurons.

2.1

Definitions of Neural Connectivity

In the community studying neural connectivity a very specific terminology has emerged
that we intend to use in this text. We follow the use of connectivity terminology as first
coined in the context of electrophysiological recordings [1] and generally being used in
the fMRI community as seen in [14, 15] and well defined in [57].
On the anatomical level, connection between neurons to each other through synapses
is referred to as structural connectivity. In contrast, the concept of functional connectivity describes the interaction between parts based on a deviation from the statistical
independence. Functional connectivity is measured by correlation of neuron’s activity,
covariance or concepts like mutual information, but does not account for the direction
of causation. If causal eﬀect is taken into account through methods like time series
analysis or model-based methods, we refer to it as eﬀective connectivity.
In this thesis we are primarily investigating eﬀective connectivity and will generally
refer to it as such. It should be noted though, that in the connectivity research community a trend towards using the term functional connectivity for methods which are
clearly eﬀective rather than functional can be observed which sometimes can lead to
initial confusion when discussing a method or putting it in the larger context research
context.
3
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2.2

Model-Free Connectivity Inference

Model-free non-parametric, descriptive statistics can be used for the inference of functional connectivity. There exists a broader array of methods than stated here. For a
review see [10].
Cross-correlation. Classically, analysis of neural action potentials and spike train
data was typically using correlation [2, 3] and related concepts like coherence. Such
methods are descriptive statistics. In cross-correlation analysis a functional connection
between two neurons is assumed if the Pearson correlation coeﬃcient exceeds a certain
threshold.
Cross-correlation is defined as:
⇢X,Y =

cov(X, Y )

(2.1)

X Y

where,
• cov is the covariance
•

X

is the standard deviation of X.

Methods based on this and related concepts are still in wide use for functional
connectivity analysis, particularly in the study of fMRI data [35].
JPSTH. In comparison to crosscorrelograms, which report correlations based on
averages, that only tell you that there was a tendency for a neuron B to fire after
a neuron A, joint peristimulus time histogram (JPSTH) can take into account the
stimulus and report the dynamics of the correlation so you can tell when a neuron
reacted in relation to the stimulus.
For a current definition see [19]. The above described methods are simple ways to
obtain a description of the simultaneous activation of neurons, that is they all give you
measurement of functional connectivity.
Mutual Information. Another popular measure is a concept from information theory called mutual information.
Mutual information a is defined as:
✓
◆
XX
p(x, y)
I(X; Y ) =
p(x, y) log
(2.2)
p(x)
p(y)
y2Y x2X
where, p(x, y) is the joint probability of X and Y and p(x), p(y) are the marginal
probabilities of X and Y , respectively.
Many more methods related to mutual information, such as transfer entropy, generalized transfer entropy, permutation conditional mutual information and incremental mutual information, exist and are applied to the analysis of neural connectivity
[31, 45, 56].

2.3 Model-Based Connectivity Inference
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Transfer entropy Transfer entropy is a non-parametric measure of the amount of
transferred information between two random processes [53]. It is conditional mutual
information with the history of the influence variable Y taken into consideration:
TX!Y = I(Yt ; Xt

1:t L |Yt 1:t L )

(2.3)

It reduces to Granger Causality for Gaussian variables [5]. Transfer entropy is an
example of a model-free method which is directional. In general though, model-free
methods more often fall into the category of functional connectivity analysis and don’t
take direction of causality into consideration. We now move on to the discussion of
model-based methods which make it easier to take direct of influence into account.

2.3

Model-Based Connectivity Inference

Model-based methods for connectivity inference assume certain mathematical models of
neuronal dynamics and synaptic interactions and then estimate model parameters from
observed experimental data, which makes them more rich than model-free methods and
allows us to take direction of causality into account.
In model-based connectivity inference is thus divided in two main components:
1. Construct a neural network model
2. Estimate model parameters from observed data
For each step we have a variety of choices. Examples of popular neural models are
the generalized linear model (GLM), stochastic leaky integrate-and-fire model, Hodgkin
and Huxley model, and network likelihood model. Major frameworks for model parameter estimation are the maximum likelihood estimate (MLE) and the Bayesian
maximum a posterior (MAP) estimate. For an in depth overview of models and methods in the context of neural connectivity inference we refer to the following recent
review paper: [10].
In the following section we will focus on giving the theoretical background of the general framework, generalized linear model (GLM), and a specific model, linear-nonlinearPoisson (LNP) model that we will use in this work. Furthermore, we present the general
frameworks for parameter estimation, maximum likelihood and Bayesian inference, as
well as specific algorithms we employ in following chapters.

2.3.1

Modeling Neurons

We will first introduce the notion of the Spike Response Model (SRM) and then work
our way to a general model type Generalized Linear Model (GLM), which is used in
several recent neural connectivity inference method. These are basic textbook level
models that are fundamental as building blocks for more complex models. The text
we direct the reader to for more detail is [20], to which we refer all definitions in this
section unless stated otherwise.
Then we move on to show the formulation of a more specific model, the Linear
Non-linear Poisson (LNP) cascade model. We first discuss this model in its general

6
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form and then explain how we adapt it for more specific use in later chapters.
Spike Response Model (SRM). In the formulation of the SRM, the membrane
potential follows the equation
u(t) =

Z

1

(s)I(t

s)ds +

0

Z

1

⌘(s)S(t

s)ds + urest ,

(2.4)

0

where (s) is the membrane filter, a function that describes the impulse response of the
neuron, I the input current, ⌘(s) a function describing the form of the action potential
and the after-hyperpolarization, S the spike train, and urest the resting membrane
potential. t is the time and s is the time back into the history of the spike train S and
the input current I.
Spikes are triggered when the membrane potential u(t) reaches a threshold #(t).
This threshold can be dynamically moving, which is one of the key features of the
SRM.
Generalized Linear Model (GLM). We now transfer the above defined Spike Response Model into the Generalized Linear Model, which will serve as the model for
single neurons in our method.
We discretize the time by t and represent the input response ⌘, the spike response
, and the resting membrane potential urest using a vector
k = (( t), (2 t), ..., (K t), ⌘( t), ⌘(2 t), ..., ⌘(J t), urest ).

(2.5)

The sum of synaptic inputs I and the spike counts in each time bin are represented by
a vector
xt = (It t , It 2 t , ..., It K t , nt t , nt 2 t , ..., nt J t , 1).
(2.6)
Using these vectors we can represent the membrane potential dynamics in discrete-time
as
K
J
X
X
u(t) =
k t I(t k t) +
⌘j t nt j t + urest = k · xt .
(2.7)
j=1

k=1

For a single neuron the firing rate is given by
⇢(t) = f (k · xt

#),

(2.8)

where f (u)
0 is a monotonically increasing firing rate function and # is the firing
threshold. In a network of N neurons, the total synaptic input to neuron i is given by
Ii (t) =

N
X

wij Sj (t),

j=1

if we assume that the synaptic delay is negligible.

(2.9)

7
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Figure 2.1: Block diagram of the LNP model modified from [55].
Linear-nonlinear Poisson (LNP) cascade model The linear non-linear Poisson
(LNP) cascade model [9, 54, 55] is a cascade of three stages, as illustrated in Figure 2.1:
a linear temporal filter of membrane potential, then a non linear firing rate function,
and finally Poisson spiking. It is a simplified functional model of neural spike responses
that is more mathematically tractable approximation to more bio-physiologically accurate models. It ties into the broader concept of GLMs. If the non-linearity is a
fixed inversible function the model is in fact a GLM with the non-linearity as a link
function. The LNP model is a subset of the GLM that omits the post-spike response
filter ⌘. Upon each time step, spike count y(t) is independently sampled by a Poisson
distribution with the expected spike count f (u(t)) t. The general parametric form
of the LNP model [47] is given by
(2.10)

P (spike|I) = f (kI),

where k is a linear filter. The non linearity is introduced via f . For the input filter k,
exponential decay with a time constant ⌧
ki = exp(

i t
)
⌧

(2.11)

is often assumed. For the firing rate function f, an exponential function
(2.12)

f (u) = exp(u)

is commonly used.
Assuming the synaptic current after spike generation is sharp without transmission
delay we can extend this model from single neuron to network model. Thus a LNP
model for a network of N neurons is given as follows.
Total synaptic current:
N
X
Ii (t) =
wij yj (t)
(2.13)
j=1

Membrane potential:

ui (t) = exp(

t
⌧

)ui (t

t) + Ii (t

t)

(2.14)
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Firing rate:
(2.15)

ri (t) = exp(ui (t))
Spike count:
P (yi (t)) =

(ri (t) t)yi (t)
exp( ri (t) t)
yi (t)!

(2.16)

Specifics of LNP model regrading how we use it in later chapters We now
slightly restructure this model and transition in notation for later convinence. In
the context of neural connectivity inference, we assume the membrane filter k is an
exponential function with same time constant ⌧ for all neurons, which allows us to
replace the order of linear summation and linear filtering as seen below.
Filtered spike trains:
xj (t) = exp(

t
⌧

)xj (t

t) + yj (t

t)

(2.17)

We include spike history eﬀects by updating xj (t) using Equation 2.17 which adds
a decaying history eﬀect. Thus the membrane potential can now be written as:
ui (t) =

N
X

wij xj (t)

(2.18)

j=1

Spike trains Y are produced based on the connectivity weights and spike history of
all neurons in the network. The firing rate can thus be rewritten as:
rti = exp

(

N
X

wij xjt

j=1

)

= exp wi> x>
.
t

(2.19)

The shift in notation seen in Equation 2.19 will be used in later chapters.
The model is beneficial to our later application, because we can prove that the
log-likelihood function is concave with respect to the model parameters based on the
same discussion as [47]: This implies that any locally maximal solution should be the
global maximum.

2.3.2

Estimating Model Parameters

We assume a model that produces output Y, given the input X and the model parameters ✓, P (Y |X, ✓).
We want to estimate the model parameters ✓, from the observed output Y under
input X, such that we are able to compute P (Y |X, ✓), the response probability, which
allows us to predict response to new unseen input.
A basic framework to estimate the model parameters is the maximum likelihood
(ML) estimate:
✓M L = arg max P (Y |X, ✓).
(2.20)
✓
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In the Bayesian approach, the common framework is the maximum a posteriori
(MAP) estimate:
✓M AP = arg max P (✓|Y, X) = arg max P (Y |X, ✓)P (✓)
✓

✓

(2.21)

where P (✓) is the prior distribution of the parameters.
This maximization can be achieved with diﬀerent standard optimization algorithms.
Example are well known methods such as Gradient Decent or Newton’s Method as
discussed below.
Regularization and Bayesian Interpretation
Regularization in machine learning is a technique to prevent over-fitting.
It is though in a Bayesian interpretation related to the prior distribution. Often just
called the prior. The prior is a distribution over the model parameters that incorporates
our beliefs of how the system behaves without taking any evidence into account.
L1 and L2 regularization Two of the most well known regularization are L1 and
L2 norm. L1, often called Lasso regression, adds an absolute magnitude as a penalty
term whereby achieving a more sparse solution:
N
X
i=1

|wi |

(2.22)

The influence of this simple sparseness prior on neural connectivity inference has been
investigated by [38, 59] which resulted in the best performance for neural connectivity
inference up to date.
L2, which is closely related and also called ridge regression, gives a penalty term of
squared magnitude of the coeﬃcients:
N
X

wi2

(2.23)

i=1

Consider here that L1 and L2 regularization reduces to simple vanilla MLE with
regularization parameter set to zero.
Iterative Optimization Methods
We now discuss two deterministic iterative optimization methods we will be using in
subsequent chapters. Gradient decent and Newton’s method.
Gradient Decent Gradient Decent is a first-order optimization algorithm. It finds
the minimum of a function F by taking steps from a starting point x in the direction
of the negative gradient (Opposite for gradient ascent).
xn+1 = xn

⌘

@F (xn )
@x

(2.24)
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Gradient decent can be slow and get stuck in zig-zack type motion over the surface.
When the function F is convex Newton’s method can remedy this drawback by using
the second-order derivative.
Newton’s Method This method is generally well known as it is taught in school as a
technique to find zeros of a function but the same concept can be used for optimization
purposes. In contrast to gradient decent where we take the gradient and follow its
direction to find an optima Newton’s method is a 2nd order method that takes into
account both the 1st order (gradient) and 2nd order (Hessian). Newton’s method
generally converges faster and doesn’t exhibit zig-zag motion and is thus preferable
to Gradient Decent if we have access to the Hessian. Non-diﬀerentiability can pose a
problem.
The general formulation of Newton’s method is:
xn+1 = xn

(

@ 2 F (xn )
)
@x@xT

1 @F (xn )

@x

(2.25)

Sampling Methods
In the Bayesian paradigm it is often not possible to compute the posterior in closed
form. In this case approximation by using sampling methods is a popular option. We
will be using two sampling methods in later chapters. Metropolis-Hastings sampling
and Gibbs sampling. These are both Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) Methods.
Markov chain Monte Carlo Methods Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods are a class of sampling algorithms. They depend on the Markov property [33], which
says each sate of a chain only depends on its previous state:
Pr(Xn+1 = x | X1 = x1 , X2 = x2 , . . . , Xn = xn ) = Pr(Xn+1 = x | Xn = xn )

(2.26)

MCMC methods are often used in Bayesian statistics for approximation. Many
MCMC methods are random walk methods. We introduce two of them below which
we will be using in later chapters of this thesis.
Metropolis-Hastings
The Metropolis-Hasting algorithm [21, 36] is a Markov chain Monte Carlo sampling
algorithms. It generates a chain of samples such that with increased number of samples
it approximates the probability distribution.
1. Init
(a) Pick initial candidate
2. Iterate
(a) Randomly generate new candidate
(b) Calculate probability Q

2.4 Related Works
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(c) Accept or reject candidate:
i. u
uniform random number between [0, 1]
ii. if u  Q : accept and keep new candidate
iii. if u > Q : reject and keep old candidate
Gibbs sampling
Gibbs sampling [18] is a special case of Metropolis-Hastings [7]. It lets us approximate
a joint distribution P (✓1 , ✓2 ) by sampling from P (✓1 |✓2 ) and P (✓2 |✓1 ) which on the long
run converges to a draw from the joint distribution.
After setting an initial starting values for ✓1i=0 and ✓2i=0 we thus sample in each
iteration of the Gibbs sampling algorithm for an updated value of ✓1 and ✓2 .
1. ✓1i ⇠ P (✓1 |✓2i 1 )
2. ✓2i ⇠ P (✓2 |✓1i )
This produces a chain in the process.
Convergence in MCMC Methods
Making good decisions about convergence is diﬃcult for MCMC algorithms in general
as you can’t prove convergence [17].
A variety of convergence diagnostics for MCMC methods exist[8, 17, 51].
A practical way of determining convergence is to plot chains and reason about how
stable they have become, which is the approach we chose. We decide likely convergence
by plotting and re-running estimations and when it looks like results are stable and
similar results are achieved from diﬀerent starting points we consider convergence to
be likely.

2.4

Related Works

We have discussed theoretical foundation so far. We now turn towards reviewing more
recent related works and studies which motivated the two projects discusses in later
chapters and which support the core assumptions underlying these two projects.
GLMs are often used in maximum likelihood approaches [47]. Another successful
application is in the connectivity inference of the retina [49]. Other approaches suggest
the use of network likelihood model[43] for the analysis of neural connectivity.
Bayesian approaches allow the incorporation of prior domain knowledge like in the
example of [59] who proposed a maximum a priori approach with combined sparseness
and smoothness of neural interaction. Another influential Bayesian approach [38] investigated the incorporation of a sparseness prior in network inference from calcium
fluorescence data in combining connection inference and spike inference from calcium
imaging data. This is a computationally costly MCMC approach. A potentially computationally less costly approach than [38] is [12] which proposes the use of approximal
message passing instead of MCMC.
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2.4.1

Underlying Assumptions

In the remainder of this work we investigate two diﬀerent directions in which to extend
Bayesian neural connectivity inference methods. These two directions rely on two
specific assumptions for which we will discuss support now.
Support for Project 1: Spatial Prior
The hypothesis that neurons located spatially closer to each exhibit higher probability
and stronger connections is well established. [46] provide connection probability measurements of up to a distance of 150 µm for layer 2/3 pyramidal neurons in the mouse
auditory cortex. This idea is further supported by bio-physiological measurements of
up to 300 µm of distance for layer 5 pyramidal neurons in the somato-sensory cortex
[48] and for several cell types in the mouse auditory cortex [30]. While measurements
diﬀer for cell types and area the peak probability is generally around 0.2 with a bell
curved reduction of probability with distance towards around 0.05 for neurons 300 µm
apart.
Support for Project 2: Modular Prior
Modular organization in the brain can be found on diﬀerent levels. On the macro scale
anatomical regions that contribute to specific functions have been mapped in detail for
many species [22, 29].
A recent method for connectivity inference from fMRI data on the macro-scale [50]
proposed the incorporation of a modularity prior in the estimation of functional brain
networks using a matrix rank that encodes how connected or disconnected a graph is.
On the meso-scale cortical columns [23, 40] are another well known modular structure organized by functionality.
To express modular structure in form of a prior we assume diﬀerent connectivity
statistics of the distribution of density or connectivity strength in diﬀerent modules.

Chapter 3
Spatial Eﬀective Connectivity
Inference (SECI)
3.1

Introduction

Many bio-physiological studies have shown that connection probability and weight
strength in biological neural networks is influenced by distance [30, 46, 48]. To the
best of our knowledge no attempt has been made to incorporate this well known information into neural connectivity inference algorithms on the meso-scale. Prior studies
have investigated the impact of priors like smoothness [58, 59] and sparseness [38].
In this chapter we investigate the merit of incorporating neural spacial information,
specifically euclidean distance, into a Bayesian approach to neural connectivity inference for the regularization of both the strength of connections between neurons as well
as the probability of connections.
The structure of this chapter is as follows. In the methods section we first give a
theoretical formulation of a maximum likelihood estimation approach that imposes a
combination of either L1-norm or L2-norm in combination with a distance-based regularization term over the weights of a connection matrix. As a model of neural behavior
we employ the linear non-linear Poisson (LNP) cascade model. We then derive two algorithms, one with gradient decent for parameter optimization and distance regularization combined with L1-norm (SECI-L1) and one with Newton’s method for parameter
optimization and distance regularization combined with L2-norm (SECI-L2). We then
extend these approaches to a hierarchical maximum a posteriori approach (HI-SECI)
that imposes a prior over the existence of connections by utilizing Metropolis-Hastings
sampling of connections. We then continue on to an in depth evaluation of these algorithms on a simulated data set including comparison of all three of them to simple
L1/L2-norm regularization as well as inference without a prior. Furthermore, we apply
these algorithms to a data set of in-vivo 2-photon microscopy recordings of the Parietal
and Secondary Visual Cortex of the mouse brain. Finally, we conclude this chapter
with a discussion of the main findings, critical considerations and future directions.
13
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3.2

Methods

We now turn towards the presentation of the methods used in this part of the research
project. We start with a direct adaptation for the L1 and L2-norm penalty term to
incorporate knowledge about the distance between neurons and construct a maximum
likelihood estimation approach with it. Then we move on to the extension of this
formulation to a hierarchical maximum apriori approach.

3.2.1

Theoretical Formulation

We begin by presenting the mathematical formulation of a method that combines a
distance-based regularization term with L2-norm. The reason for first introducing the
L2 case is the ease of obtaining first and second order derivatives which allows us to
use Newton’s method for parameter optimization. As we have mentioned in previous
sections Newton’s Method converges faster than Gradient Decent and is thus preferable.
Furthermore, the case of combining a distance-based regularization term with L1-norm
and further derivation can easily be expressed by adapting the L2 case in two specific
locations and dropping the derivation of the Hessian which poses a problem in the L1
case.
Derivation of a Spatial Regularized L2-Norm Inference Method
Notations
• N : the number of neurons of interest
•

t: bin size for time descritization

• T : the number of time bins
• Y ⌘ [yti ] 2 {0, 1, ...}T ⇥N : Training data matrix representing spike train of all
neurons of interest, from which the functional connectivity is estimated.
– yti : spike count data in the tth time bin.
– yt = [yt1 , · · · , ytN ]: spike counts of all neurons at the tth time bin.
– Y can be written as Y = [y1> , · · · , yT> ]> .

• X ⌘ [xti ] 2 RT ⇥N : Feature matrix extracted from the history of neural activity
before the tth time bin.
– xti : filtered spike train with the membrane time constant tau:
xj (t) = exp(

t
⌧

)xj (t

> >
– X can be written as X = [x>
1 , · · · , xT ] .

• W ⌘ [wij ] 2 RN ⇥N : Connectivity matrix

t) + yj (t

t)
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– wij : connectivity weight from the jth to the ith neurons

– wi = [wi1 , . . . , wiN ]> : connectivity wegith vector projecting to the ith neurons.
– W can be written as W = [w1 , . . . , wN ]
• W i ⌘ [w1 , . . . , wi 1 , wi+1 , . . . , wN ]: matrix constructed by removing the ith column vector from connection matrix W .
• D ⌘ [dij ] 2 RN ⇥N : distance matrix
– dij : distance1 between the center of the soma of the jth to the ith neurons.
– di = [di1 , . . . , diN ]> : distance vector to the ith neurons.
– D can be written as D = [d1 , . . . , dN ]
Generative model of the weights and spikes The prior of each component of
the connection weight, wij , follows a Gaussian distribution with the mean µij = 0 and
the standard deviation ij = 1/dij . This implies stronger weight as the distance gets
smaller. Assuming that all connection weights are independent of each other, the total
distance-dependent prior can be written as
P (W ) =

N
Y

(3.1)

P (wij ),

i,j=1

With
P (wij ) = p
=q

1
2⇡

2
w

1
2⇡ d12

ij

exp(

2
wij
)
2 w2

(3.2)

exp(

2
wij
)
2 d12

(3.3)

ij

2
d2ij wij
dij
= p exp(
)
2
2⇡

(3.4)

By taking the logarithm it follwos that
N X
N 
X
d2ij 2
ln P (W ) =
w + ln dij
2 ij
i=1 j=1

1
ln(2⇡) .
2

(3.5)

The likelihood of the weight matrix W given the input feature matrix X and
the spike output matrix Y based on definition of the linear-nonlinear Poisson cascade
1

It should be noted that we do not discuss the scaling of d with respect to w in the theoretical
formulation here. It is of practical importance but can easily be addressed by the introduction of a
scaling parameter as seen in Section 3.2.2 and by keeping units in the simulation implementation
consistent. For example we consistently work with µm for the distance in later sections and all other
values depending on distance take this unit into consideration.
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model is given as follows. Here we omit X that appears as the condition of all the
distributions for simplicity.

P (Y |W ) =

T Y
N
Y

(3.6)

P (yti ; wi )

t=1 i=1

where
P (yti ; wi ) =

(rti · t)yti
exp( rti ·
yti !

t),

(3.7)

= exp wi> x>
.
t

(3.8)

with the firing rate defined as:
rti = exp

(

N
X

wij xtj

j=1

)

Accordingly the log-likelihood becomes,
ln P (Y |W ) =
=

T X
N
X
t=1 i=1

[yti {ln rti + ln t}

T X
N
X
⇥

t · rti

yti wi> x>
t + ln t

(3.9)

ln yti !]

t exp wi> x>
t

ln yti !

t=1 i=1

⇤

(3.10)

The joint distribution of all stochastic variables takes the form
(3.11)

P (Y, W ) = P (W )P (Y |W ).
Taking the logarithm we obtain,
ln P (Y, W ) = ln P (W ) + ln P (Y |W )
N X
N 
X
d2ij 2
=
wij + ln dij
2
i=1 j=1
+

T X
N
X
⇥

(3.12)
1
ln(2⇡)
2

yti wi> x>
t + ln t

t exp wi> x>
t

t=1 i=1

(3.13)
ln yti !

⇤

(3.14)

Conditional distribution of wi for each i = 1, · · · , N
P (wi |Y, W i ) = R

P (Y, W )
P (Y, W )dwi

(3.15)
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Thus the log conditional probability of wi is,
ln P (wi |Y, W i ) = ln P (Y, W ) + (wi -independent)
N X
N
X
d2ij

=

2

i=1 j=1

+

T X
N
X
⇥
t=1 i=1
N
X

1
2

=

+

(3.16)
(3.17)

2
wij

yti wi> x>
t

t exp wi> x>
t

⇤

+ (wi -independent) (3.18)
(3.19)

2 2
wij
dij

j=1

T X
N
X
t=1 i=1

⇥

yti wi> x>
t

t exp wi> x>
t

⇤

(3.20)

Equation (3.19) without the negative can also we referred to as the penalty term
it encodes the penalizing eﬀect of the weights and distance.

as

Now we can derive the gradient (first order derivative) with respect to wi :
(3.21)
(3.22)

gi ⌘ rwi ln P (wi |Y, W i )
= d2i wi
+

T
X

x>
t yti

t

t=1

=

d2i wi

T
X

(3.23)

> >
x>
t exp wi xt

t=1

+

T
X

(yti

(3.24)

rti t) x>
t .

t=1

The Hessian (second order derivative) is given by
(3.25)

Hi ⌘ r2wi ln P (wi |Y, W i )
=

T
⇥ 2⇤ X
diag di +
diag(rti t)x>
t xt .

(3.26)

t=1

Having access to the Hessian allows us to use Newton’s method for optimization when
constructing our algorithm in the next section.
Furthermore, if we set the maximum point of ln P (wi |Y, W i ) as wi⇤ , the following
approximation becomes available:
ln P (wi |Y, W i ) ⇡

1
(wi
2

wi⇤ )> ( Hi⇤ ) (wi

wi⇤ )

(3.27)

Thus,
P (wi |Y, W i ) ⇡ N (wi ; wi⇤ , [Hi⇤ ] 1 ),

(3.28)
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where
wi⇤ = argmax [ln P (wi |Y, W i )] .
wi

Hi⇤

=

⇥ ⇤
diag d2i

T
X

diag(rti⇤ t)x>
t xt .

(3.29)
(3.30)

t=1

rti⇤ = exp (wi⇤ )> x>
t

(3.31)

Computing the weight matrix W is an optimization problem of N 2 variables and
can be separated into N terms to be optimized separately by optimization methods like
Gradient Decent or Newton’s method. Since we have derived the Hessian for SECI-L2
Newton’s method is available to us.
Formulation for the L1 Based Approach
We choose to first derive a spatial regularized method that relies on L2-norm as it
is straight forward to derive the Hessian for it, but the formulation of an L1-Norm
based method is very similar. It is, however, diﬃcult to derive the Hessian due to the
existence of a non-diﬀerential point. We chose instead to work with the first order
derivative alone and use Gradient Decent for parameter optimization. In this case, for
the construction of an algorithm, we only need to adapt two terms: The penalty term
and the gradient of the penalty term.
1
= |wi |d2i
2
rwi = sign(wi )d2i

(3.32)
(3.33)

These two equations directly compare to Equation (3.19) and (3.22) and allow us
to skip reiterating the whole formulation for the L1 case.
Extension to a Hierarchical MAP Version
In this section we expand upon the idea of simple regularized Maximum Likelihood
(ML) estimation and build a full Maximum A Posteriori (MAP) estimation approach,
which sets the ground to derive an algorithm utilizes Metropolis-Hastings sampling to
find good connections.
As we have mentioned before, while the above methods have a Bayesian interpretation they aren’t explicitly computing a posterior in the pure sense. We show here how
to add a prior over the existence of connections. This prior is imposed in a hierarchical
manner. First the existence or absence of a connection is decided by this prior then in
the second hierarchical step weight strength for the existing connections is estimated
with any of the previously derived methods or just L1/L2 regularization.
In addition to the weight matrix W we now introduce a connection matrix C that
populated with either 1s for active or 0s for inactive connections:
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• C ⌘ [Cij ] 2 {0, 1}N ⇥N : Connectivity matrix
• Cij : connectivity from the jth to the ith neurons
• ci = [ci1 , . . . , ciN ]> : connectivity vector projecting to the ith neurons.
• C can be written as C = [c1 , . . . , cN ]
Recall the probability density of a normal distribution is given by:
1
p e
2⇡

(x

µ 2
)

(3.34)

We construct the connection probability for our method using a normal distribution without the normalization term, which is in our case can be dropped. Thus the
connection probability can be calculated as follows:
"
✓
◆2 #
1
d
P (C) = exp ln(pmax )
(3.35)
2
dist
Where µ and pmax and dist either need to be determined by some form of cross validation or set reflecting known bio-physiological measurements. We set them in accordance with known bio-physiological measurements by [30] to µ = 0, pmax = 0.23
and dist = 0.55 to reflect our prior believe that spatially closer located neurons have
a higher probability to be connected. The highest connection probability reported by
[30] was 0.23 at maximum while rapidly declining with distance. The largest distance
considered in studies we reviewed was 300µm. The value dist = 0.55 was obtained by
fitting a Gaussian to the graphs reported in [30]. The value of d is normalized between
0 and 1, where 1.0 corresponds to 300 µm, which is a the largest distance for which
we have found bio-physiological data concerning connection probability depending on
distance. As we have discussed in Chapter 2 measurements form diﬀerent areas and
cell types slightly diﬀer and we made a judgment call to stick to the values presented
in [30].
The log posterior is computed from the log likelihood - penalty term + log prior.
The log likelihood and penalty term depend on what underlying method is chosen for
weight optimization. You can choose either SECI-L1 or SECI-L2 or simple L1 L2-norm
regularization.
ln P (wij , cij |Y ) ⌘ ln P (Y |W )
= ln P (Y |W )

N X
N
X
+
[
cij (ln(pmax )
i=1 j=1

+

N
X
j=1

(1

(3.36)
(3.37)
(3.38)

+ lnP (C)

cij )(ln[1

1 dij 2
( ))
2

exp(ln(pmax )

(3.39)
1 dij 2
( ) )])].
2

(3.40)
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We can now derive the algorithm form the three methods we introduced above. We
will refer to the algorithms as SECI-L1 (Spatial eﬀective connectivity inference with L1norm), SECI-L2 (Spatial eﬀective connectivity inference with L2-norm) and HI-SECI
(Hierarchical spatial eﬀective connectivity inference). We do not need to construct
separate algorithm for an algorithm using simple L1-norm regularization and/or L2norm regularization as SECI-L1 simplifies to L1 regularized inference and SECI-L2 to
L2 regularized respectively when setting D to be the unitary matrix (Matrix of all 1s).
This allows us to easily compare their respective performance in later sections.

3.2.2

Derivation of the Algorithms (SECI-L1, SECI-L2, HISECI)

We are now able to derive three algorithms SECI-L1, SECI-L2 and HI-SECI. All algorithms were implemented in Python3.5 and the source code and data sets used to
produce graphs in this thesis will be publicly available at https://github.com/oist/
pynci/SECI upon peer reviewed publication of this work. Below we derive pseudo-code
for the discussion of our algorithms. In the pseudo-code we use certain abbreviations.
Since we consistently work with the logarithm of many terms we chose to use L to
stand for log-likelihood and l for log-posterior for brevity of notation in the algorithm’s
pseudo-code. Furthermore, we drop certain practical steps such as saving and loading
from files, plotting etc. and only show the algorithm’s core logic.
Implementation of SECI-L1 and SECI-L2
The optimization problem of finding the best weight matrix W can be separated into
N terms. We define an outer estimation function in Algorithm 1 called estimate(). It
loops over all regularization parameters and all neurons N. In the pseudo-algorithms
a call to the function MODEL.fit() invokes what the underlying estimation method eg.
SECI-L1 (see Algorithm 2) or SECI-L2 (Algorithm 3).
Discussion of SECI-L1 Pseudo-code This section discussed Algorithm 2 line by
line. We first initialize w and calculate the initial log likelihood, penalty term and
error term in line 2 - 5. The for-loop only ever runs to Itermax when convergence
isn’t achieved before we reach Itermax . This is to ensure termination. In practice we
test for this condition and produce a warning, but omit this test in the pseudo-code.
Convergence is assumed when the improvement threshold is reached (line 18). In line
7 - 9 the gradient is computed. In line 11 - 17 we update weights depending on a step
size and re-calculates the log likelihood, penalty and error term. As long as the new
error isn’t smaller than the old one we continue taking increasingly smaller steps. Then
we keep the current results and check for convergence.
Discussion of SECI-L2 Pseudo-code This section discusses Algorithm 3 line by
line. In line 2 - 5 the weight is initialized and the log-likelihood, penalty term and error
term computed. In line 7 - 12 we compute the gradient and Hessian then solve for them
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in line 13. In line 15 we update w in the direction of the error then re-calculate loglikelihood, penalty term and error term. In line 19 we save current results then perform
a convergence check in line 20.
Algorithm 1 Outer Estimation Loop
Input: Y, X, D, s, method
Output: Estimated weight matrix W
1:
2:

function Estimate(Y, X, D, s, method)
for all s do

3:

Initialize W

4:

M ODEL.init(method, )

5:

for i = 1, · · · , N do

6:

w

7:

Wi = w

M ODEL.f it(Yi , X, di )
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Algorithm 2 SECI-L1
Input: Y, X, D,
Output: Estimated weight vector w
1:

function fit()

2:

Initialize w

3:

L

ln P (Y |W )
P 2
1
dij |wij |
2

4:

L
N

5:

✏

6:

for k = 1, · · · , Itermax do
PT
gL
rti t) x>
t
t=1 (yti

7:

+

g

sign(w)d2

g✏

gL
N

10:

step

1.0

11:

while ✏ >= ✏0 do

8:
9:

+g

stepg✏

12:

w0

w

13:

L0

14:

0

15:

✏0

ln P (Y |W )
P 2
1
dij |wij |
2

16:

step
L

18:

if ✏

19:

0.5step

L0 ,

17:

0

L+

0

,✏

✏0 , w

w0

✏0 < improvement threshold then

converged

T rue, break
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Algorithm 3 SECI-L2
Input: Y, X, D,
Output: Estimated weight vector w
1:

function fit()

2:

Initialize w

3:

L

ln P (Y |W )
P 2 2
1
dij wij
2

4:

L
N

5:

✏

6:

for k = 1, · · · , Itermax do
PT
gL
rti t) x>
t
t=1 (yti

7:

+

g

wd2

9:

g✏

gL
N

10:

hL

11:

h

12:

h✏

13:

Solve system of equations for h✏ and g✏

14:

while ✏ >= ✏0 do

8:

+g

PT

t=1

diag(rti t)x>
t xt

diag(d2 )
hL
N

+h

Update w in the direction of the solution with increasingly smaller step

15:

size
16:

L0

17:

0

18:

✏0
L

20:

if ✏

0

L+

L0 ,

19:

21:

ln P (Y |W )
P 2 2
1
dij wij
2
0

,✏

✏0 , w

w0

✏0 < improvement threshold then

converged

T rue, break.
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Implementation of HI-SECI
HI-SECI is a hierarchical maximum a posteriori (MAP) estimation algorithm for eﬀective connectivity inference. In contrast to SECI-L1 and SECI-L2 an additional distance
prior is enforced in a hierarchical manner over the existence of connections C before
estimating the weights W . HI-SECI utilizes Metropolis-Hastings sampling to sample
connection assignments, which is a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) method. For
a candidate connection assignment C 0 weights are estimated using either SECI-L1 or
SECI-L2 and the log posterior calculated. A given candidate is then either accepted
or rejected based on the posterior probability. The log posterior is calculated in accordance with Equation (3.36) from the log likelihood L and penalty term as shown
in Algorithm 4. L and are determined by the underlying estimation method (eg.:
SECI-L2 or SECI-L1).
Algorithm 4 logpost
Input: L: log-likelihood, : penalty term, c: connectivity vector, i: neuron index
Output: l: log-posterior
1:
2:

function logpost(L, , c, i)
l

LP
+ N
j=1 cij (ln(pmax )
P
+ N
cij )(ln[1
j=1 (1

1 dj 2
( ))
2

exp(ln(pmax )

1 dj 2
( ) ))]
2

The full algorithm relies on an underlying inference method like SECI-L1 or SECIL2. In Algorithm 5 a call to function called MODEL always means the underlying
method is invoked for estimation. In Algorithm 5 the following terms are used: the
penalty-term. L the log likelihood. l the log posterior, l0 temporary log posterior, l⇤
current best log posterior. First we initialize the weight and connection matrix. Then
the underlying estimation method is initialized with MODEL.init(method, ). For each
neuron we then take an initial random guess at a candidate for the connectivity and
make an initial evaluation. Then we enter the sampling loop in which new candidates
for the connectivity are tested and either accepted or rejected.
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Algorithm 5 HI-SECI
Input: Y, X, D, , method.
Output: W ⇤ , C ⇤ .
1:

Initialize W and C with zeros

2:

MODEL.init(method, )

3:

for i = 1, · · · , N do

4:

Initalize ci randomly

5:

Select Xci , Yi and Dci from X, Y and D in accordance with ci

6:

Get initial estimate for wi , L,

7:

l = logpost(i, ci , di , L, )

8:

c⇤i

9:

for h = 1, · · · , Hmax do

10:

for j = 1, · · · , N do

11:

if j! = i then

ci , l ⇤

l, wi⇤

12:

c0i

13:

c0ij

14:

if

from M ODEL.f it(Yi , Xci , Dci )

N one

ci
P

not c0ij
c0i > 1 then

Select Xci , Yi and Dci from X, Y and D in accordance with c0i

15:
16:

wi , L,

17:

l0 = logpost(i, c0i , di , L, )

18:

if l0 > l then

19:

c0i , l

ci

l0

else if randnum < exp(l0

20:
21:

c0i , l

ci

l0

if l0 > l⇤ then

22:

c⇤i

23:
24:

M ODEL.f it(Xci , Yi , Dci )

Wi⇤

wi⇤ , Ci⇤

c0i , l⇤
c⇤i

l0 , wi⇤

wi

l) then
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Parameter
Spike train parameters
Calculation step size for spikes
Maximum probability
Maximum weight
Decay parameter for spikes
Basal rate for spikes
Absolute refractory period
Trace parameters
Calculation step size for traces
Noise variance
Decay over time
Fixed Jump height
Basal activation

Symbol

Value
1 ms
0.23
3.0
5 ms
5.0
4 ms

s

pmax
wmax
⌧s
bs
ref
x
noise

⌧x
ax
bx

30 ms
0.09
2.0
1.0
1.0

Table 3.1: Summary of essential model parameters used in SECI.

3.3

Performance Evaluation on Simulated Data

We now present an evaluation of SECI-L1, SECI-L2 and HI-SECI on simulated data.

3.3.1

Data Simulation

For the investigation of SECI we produce data sets defined by two steps. First a
placement step, then a wiring step. In our set up network wiring is dependent on
distance between neurons thus the the overall neural population activation is influenced
by placement. All data sets used in this evaluation section were produced by selecting
placement coordinates from a uniform distribution scaled by 300, leading to distances
between 0 and 300 µm. Alternative placement methods are Gaussian or grid-based
evened out placement.
The existence or absence of a connection in connection matrix C is then decided in
accordance with Equation (3.39) and (3.40). For existing connections the connection
weight in the weights matrix W is then set by a normal distribution with mean 0 and
variance based on the distance between neurons. This influence is inversely proportional
where a large distance leads to small weights and a small distance to large weights. We
then select 20 percent of neurons to function as inhibitory neurons. In our model set
up which knows no cell types this means their influence on other neurons is negative
instead of positive. Furthermore, self-connections were set to 0.
Spike trains Y and explanatory variable X where then produced in accordance with
the LNP model as described in Chapter 2. Specific model parameters are summarized
in Table 3.1. The given values were used for generation of simulated data for spike
trains and trace simulations unless otherwise stated for evaluation purposes.

3.3 Performance Evaluation on Simulated Data

3.3.2
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General Notes Regarding Analysis

For evaluation on simulated data for each result presented in subsequent figures, we
first performed a quick run estimation with low data length and over a coarse array
of regularization parameters to obtain an idea in which area the best regularization
parameters fall. For the full analysis we use data length in accordance with the data
length requirements we discuss in section 3.3.4 unless otherwise stated. During this
analysis we give plots of the form seen in Figure 3.1. Figure 3.1 (a) shows the performance achieved measured by Pearson r correlation over a range of regularization
parameters . We initially considered various forms of performance measures such as
diﬀerent types of means squared errors and hamming distance but Pearson r correlation
coeﬃcient between the ground truth connection weights and the estimated connection
weights was judged to capture the intuition we want to convey the best. Furthermore,
you will encounter regression plots of the type shown in 3.1 (b) illustrating the diﬀerence between ground truth and estimated weights. These are always for one specific
regularization parameter, usually the best one as in this figure. Other types of graphs
we show are of the form seen in 3.1 (c) and (d). These are visualization of the weight
matrix W of ground truth and the best estimation result respectively in form of a
heatmap graph.

3.3.3

Impact of Highly Synchronized Neural Activity

During initial runs of SECI we observed a phenomenon that was also encountered by
[38]. We found a strong a sensitivity to synchronicity in the neural spike trains. An
illustration of high synchronicity can be seen in Figure 3.2. In simulations it occurs
when wiring in a population is particularly strong leading to neurons firing in regular
intervals in unison.
In particular, we found for very high synchronicity that the estimation result deteriorated below the performance of non regularized estimation to levels below r = 0.6.
This behavior is shown in 3.3 for all methods. As all methods are aﬀected similarly by
this phenomenon we only show graphs produced with SECI-L2 for following illustrations in this section. Level of such high synchronicity as used to produce Figure 3.3 are
most likely unrealistic compared to experimental in-vivo recordings. We investigate
this phenomenon further at both ends of the spectrum from very low to very high
synchronicity to establish corner cases for the behavior SECI.
To produce data sets with varying synchronicity we artificially increased or decreased the wiring strength and refractory period. Absolute total wiring strength is
not the only factor that leads to high synchronicity in our simulation set up. As wiring
is distance dependent closely located neurons might show high synchronicity.
To get a better insight into this phenomenon we compared estimation performance
on an array of data sets with increasing synchronicity. In Figure 3.4 a summary of
a data set from the low end with reasonable performance is shown while Figure 3.5
shows results for a data set on the high end.
When considering weight distribution of ground truth vs estimated weights we observed that most problematic weights were located away from the weight distribution
mean in the far negative range and where influenced by synchronicity. Comparing Fig-
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Example of estimation outcome by SECI-L2

Figure 3.1: Example of an estimation result illustrating performance by showing (a)
Pearson r over a range of regularization parameters (b) Regression plot between
true weights (ground truth known from the simulation) and estimated weights for the
estimation achieved with best = 0.0023 (c) Ground truth connection weight matrix
(d) Estimated weights for best = 0.0023.
Illustration of highly synchronized firing in a simulation of 50 neurons

Figure 3.2: Example of high synchronicity in the spike trains of a population of 50
neurons.
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Illustration of performance decline for all methods compared to non prior
on highly synchronized data

Figure 3.3: A rapid performance decline for all methods at very high end of synchronicity lets levels fall below non prior estimation performance.

ure 3.4 (j), which shows good fit for low synchronicity, to Figure 3.5 (j), which shows bad
fit for high synchronicity, illustrates this point. Observation of the estimation matrix
revealed strong negative weights on the diagonal which corresponds to self-connections.
Recall that in the simulation set up our model sets self-connections to zero. The hypothesis as to why the estimation produces negative self-connections is that the estimation
method use the extra available weight to encode influences for which we don’t explicitly
account for in the model parameters. Such parameter that influence the estimation of
self-connection are such influences as refractory period and/or external inputs. In the
case of these data sets no external influence exists therefore refractory period which
can be expressed as negative self connections is the most likely reason for this. Thus
we discovered the most of the performance drop was to self-connections diverging form
the ground truth in which they are 0. We thus compared performance plots for all
weights including self-connections vs excluding self-connections. A summary of this
can be seen in Figure 3.6
While the major impact that lead to the observed performance decline is on selfconnections synchronicity still has a strong impact on overall performance and can
make it diﬃcult to compare data sets. We artificially influenced synchronicity here but
it dynamically rises from placement in our model set up and even seemingly similar
placement can produce diﬀerent levels of synchronicity influencing performance results.
We need to find a way to quantify the synchronicity behavior to be able to select data
sets which have the same level for comparison.
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Performance analysis for low synchronicity

Figure 3.4: (a) Firing rate for a low synchronized data set. (b) Excerpt of the spike
trains for the first 1000 ms of data set. (c) Performance measured for all weights
over a range of regularization parameters. (d) Performance measured for connections
excluding self-connections over a range of regularization parameters. (e) Regression
plot of weights for an estimation without prior including self-connections. (f ) Connection weight distribution for no prior run. (e) Regression plot of weights for an
estimation without prior excluding self-connections. (h) Regression plot of weights for
best performing estimation with SECI-L2 including self-connections. (i) Connection
weight distribution for best SECI-L2 run on low synchronicity shows a good match of
the weight distributions even when including self-connections. (j) Regression plot of
weights for best performing estimation with SECI-L2 excluding self-connections.
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Performance analysis for high synchronicity

Figure 3.5: (a) Firing rate for a highly synchronized data set is still in a normal
range. (b) Spike trains for the first 1000 ms show highly synchronized firing. (c)
Performance measured for all weights over a range of regularization parameters. (d)
Performance measured for connections excluding self-connections over a range of regularization parameters. (e) Regression plot of weights for an estimation without prior
including self-connections. (f ) Connection weight distribution for no prior run shows
the mismatch in the negative range. (e) Regression plot of weights for an estimation without prior excluding self-connections. (h) Regression plot of weights for best
performing estimation with SECI-L2 including self-connections. (i) Connection weight
distribution for best SECI-L2 run shows mismatch in the weight distribution with most
problems in the negative range. (j) Regression plot of weights for best performing estimation with SECI-L2 excluding self-connections shows how the overall performance
score is influenced by self-connections.
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Comparison of results including and excluding self-connections

Figure 3.6: Visualization of the diﬀerence in results when considering the weights
matrix including or excluding self connections. Performance is measured in Pearson r.
The unit on the synchronicity axis is arbitrary and represents a scaling factor pending
definition. This figure does not show a full range of synchronicity. (a) Performance of
SECI-L2 estimated connections when including self-connections declines rapidly with
increased synchronicity. (b) In contrast if we only consider weights which are not
self-connections performance does not decline for the range shown here.
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Performance vs data length

Figure 3.7: (a) Performance vs data length on a data set of 50 neurons estimated with
SECI-L2. For high data length regularization becomes less relevant compared to non
prior estimation. (b) Performance over range of regularization parameter performed
on 10000ms. (c) Performance over range of regularization parameter performed on
20000ms. (d) Performance over range of regularization parameter performed on
50000ms.

3.3.4

Impact of Data Length

When evaluating how inference performance is influenced by data length we found that
performance for all methods increased with data length. In Figure 3.7 we show this
for a data set of 50 neurons and estimation results of SECI-L2 vs no prior condition.
At large data lengths the un-regularized (no prior) condition outperforms the regularized methods. This makes sense as regularization becomes less impactful if we have
large volumes of data for estimation available. The specific data length at which regularization becomes less useful depends on the overall population size as data length
requirements scale with population size.
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3.3.5

Impact of Population Size

Performance for higher numbers of neurons stay stable if we account for higher data
length requirements. The relationship between increase in population size and required
data length is linear. Increasing numbers of neurons, and thus required data length,
influences computational cost. SECI-L2, due to the use of Newton’s method, deals
with this increase the best as it converges faster than SECI-L1 which relies on Gradient
Decent. In particular, HI-SECI, which relies on sampling for the determination of the
connection matrix on top of optimization of the weights, reaches impractical run times
on a standard desktop machine for the estimation on set as small as 50 neurons. For
SECI-L2 and SECI-L1 sets of up to 150 neurons can comfortably be calculated on a
standard desktop but for the investigation of larger sets our methods are in need of
implementing a parallelized version to run on a high performance computing cluster.

3.3.6

Comparison of SECI-L1, SECI-L2, HI-SECI, L1, L2 and
No Prior Inference

To conclude this performance analysis we compare our three algorithms as well as
L1-Norm, L2-Norm and non regularized inference. Recall that SECI-L1 and SECI-L2
reduce to L1-Norm and L2-Norm regularized inference when we set the distance matrix
D to a unitary matrix (a matrix of all-ones) and to non regularized inference for = 0.
We analyzed the following conditions first: no prior, L1-Norm, L2-Norm, SECI-L1,
SECI-L2 and provide a summary in Table 3.2. We give representative2 results on data
sets of N = 50. In general we find that SECI-L2 outperforms other methods by a small
margin. In the representative data set highest performance as r = 0.82. The results
reported in Table 3.2 are though not averaged. Occasional we observed performance
above 0.9. The issue with reporting averages is the influence of synchronization we
discussed in Section 3.3.3. Comparison over a data set with the same placement is
comparable but to average over multiple data sets we first need to resolve the issue of
quantifying synchronicity.
Comparison on 50 neurons on 20000 data points
Regularization including self-connections excluding self-connections
1. No prior
0.63
0.74
2. L1
0.66
0.78
3. SECI-L1
0.66
0.78
4. L2
0.65
0.80
5. SECI-L2
0.73
0.82
Table 3.2: Representative performance results for diﬀerent inference types on 20000
data points of data for a set of 50 neurons. SECI-L2 reaches the higest performance
for this data set at r = 0.82 if we disregard self-connections.
2

We have shown that performance fluctuates depending on synchronicity which can make it challenging to produce averages over data sets as is is hard to produce data sets with the same synchronicity
but diﬀerent but statistically comparable wiring.
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HI-SECI In the case of HI-SECI it is possible to combine the hierarchical prior over
the existence of connections with all the previous inference methods. In combination
with any of the methods shown in the above table, HI-SECI exhibits a slight improvement over the results of just using the underlying regularization for a prohibitively
high computational cost. While HI-SECI is a theoretically sound extension to SECI
the small performance increase over SECI-L2 doesn’t seem to warrant the extensive
computation cost particularly for larger number of neurons.
HI-SECI can also be used to impose just one prior instead of having two hierarchical
steps if the underlying method uses no prior. In this case it provides results comparable
to SECI-L2 but at higher run time.
One of the major insight we obtained in this section is the influence of self-connections
on performance scores when comparing performance. Self-connections can make an otherwise very good result which correctly estimates neuron to neuron connections look
worse. It is thus advisable to consider neuron to neuron connections weights separately.
When one excludes self-connections from the comparison a clearer picture of the actually benefits regularization emerge. Furthermore, the influence of synchronicity while
worst on self-connections still influences overall comparison and we need to work on
quantifying this to make stable comparison between diﬀerent data sets.
In conclusion, we find that the incorporation of distance regularization provides a
performance boost in the case of SECI-L2 and HI-SECI over non and spares regularized
inference results.

3.4

Application to Optical Recordings of the Mouse
Brain

In this section we apply our algorithms to optical recordings from the mouse brain.
We first give a description of the data set used and then apply SECI-L2, SECI-L1 and
HI-SECI to a subset of this data set. The subset consists of a selection of 58 to 688
neurons from the parietal cortex while the whole data set is described below:

3.4.1

Data Set Description

The data set was collected by Dr. Aki Funamizu, a post doctoral fellow of the Neural
Computation Unit and the Optical Nanoimaging Unit at OIST. Dr. Funamizu has
given his permission to use his data set in our work. We refer to [16] for the original study for which this data was collected. In the following we provide a detailed
description of the data set.
Site of recording. The recording site was located in layers 2, 3 and 5 of the parietal
and secondary visual cortex. The parietal cortex is proposed to integrate sensory and
motor input and represent ego-centric information about the position on a map.
Data acquisition. The data set comprises in-vivo 2-photon microscopy recordings
from layer 2, 3 and 5 of the parietal and secondary visual cortex of 10 mice performing
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a auditory virtual navigation task. An adeno-associated virus was used to deliver the
gene of the genetically encoded calcium indicator, GCaMP6f.
Experimental design. In the set up the mouse’s head is restrained and the mouse
placed on a rotatable Styrofoam ball, thus giving the impression of free movement to
the mouse. In the task twelve speakers were placed around the mouse. The loudness
and angle of input varied depending on the movement of the mouse on the spherical
treadmill, generating an auditory virtual environment. Upon successfully approaching
a target indicated by sound cues the mouse was rewarded with sugar water.
Data pre-processing. The neurons in each image were identified manually 3 and
fluorescence traces were extracted then calculated as the ratio FF . Furthermore, the
distance between neurons was calculated as the euclidean distance between the center
of a neuron to each other neuron in the data set. For experimental data the position of a
neuron might be considered ill defined as neurons can have various shapes, sometimes
spanning over an elongated area. We choose to use the cloud point center as the
position of each neuron.
Data format. The data is a time series of the activity of each neuron. The sampling
rate was 30.9 Hz. The field of view was 400 x 400 µm2 recorded in a resolution of 512
x 512 pixel. This time series is what we so far denoted as the feature matrix X in
the theoretical formulation. To obtain spike trains Y we utilized the OASIS software
package for python. OASIS is a fast online de-convolution method for calcium data
developed by Panisnski et al [13].

3.4.2

Results on Experimental Data

We first calculated the correlation between 688 neurons of one mouse as seen in Figure
3.8 graph (a). Plotting the correlation in a network graph as seen in Figure 3.8 graph
(b) made it apparent that only a limited number of neurons show significant correlation.
Reviewing the fluorescence traces of the 688 neurons we found only a limited number
of neurons show a clear activity that seemed to be contributing to the navigation task.
Thus, instead of analyzing all 688 neurons to begin with we chose to first work on
a subset of 58 neurons. We selected the most responsive and least noisy neurons for
this. A correlation plot (Figure 3.10 of these 58 neurons show that these were also the
strongest positive correlated neurons as compared to the whole set of 688 neurons.)
The data length of the recording is 2000 points. As the recording was done at 30.9
HZ we have about 60000 ms of data length. Compared to the simulated data sets we
used in previous sections this is a much larger time step. In the simulated data sets
we calculated at detail levels as low as 1 ms for spike trains. Thus this experimental
data set is much coarser than our simulated data sets. This is likely to influence the
inference result.
3

Please note recent advances in tracing algorithms have made hand tracing obsolete. This data set
was produced before these algorithms became available.
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Correlation Heatmap and Correlation-Based Network Graph of 688
Neurons

Figure 3.8: Pearson product-moment correlation coeﬃcients calculated from experimental 2-photon microscopy recordings of 688 neurons visualized as (a) Heatmap of
correlations and (b) Network graph based on correlations. The number inside each
node corresponds to neuron index in graph a. Size of node and strength of edge correspond to correlation strength. This network graph illustrates that only a few neurons
have a strong correlation while the majority for neurons have a correlation close to 0.
One unexpected result we found for all algorithms is strong positive self-connections
as shown in the weight matrix diagonal. Self-connections in the analysis of simulated
data sets were always negative and most likely corresponded to refractory period eﬀects.
Possible hypotheses for these strong positive self-connections could be influences from
the reprocessing step performed using OASIS or the extraction of this subset from a
larger set. It is possible that all other neurons from the set had an overall excitatory
eﬀect. The inference algorithm might thus be compensating for an unexplained overly
positive excitatory input from the neurons outside the set by proxy of these high selfconnections.
Estimation Results with SECI-L1 In the estimated weight matrix produced by
SECI-L1 we see vertical bands in Figure 3.11 (b). From our experience with simulated
data, such bands in the estimated weight matrix are an indication for an ill fitting
regularization parameter or too short data length. We re-ran SECI-L1 on this data
with a wide range of regularization parameters but always observed bands. The most
likely explanation is that SECI-L1 (and generally L1-norm based regularization) needs
either more data points or a higher time resolution in the recordings. The influence of
time resolution to an L1 regularized method was shown by [37].
Estimation Results with SECI-L2 The estimation results obtained by SECI-L2
look plausible. They are shown in Figure 3.11 (a). SECI-L2 does not produce bands
like SECI-L1 does. It is possible that SECI-L2 can perform on shorter data length than
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Fluorescent traces and spike trains of 58 neurons

Figure 3.9: Fluorescent traces and spike trains obtained from optical 2-photon microscopy recordings of 58 neurons from the parietal and secondary visual cortex of a
mouse brain while the mouse is undergoing a navigation task. One data point corresponds to one measurement at 30.9 Hz (a) 58 fluorescent traces ( FF ) and (b) 58
corresponding spike trains obtained by using the OASIS software package.
Correlation between 58 neurons

Figure 3.10: Pearson product-moment correlation coeﬃcients of 58 most active least
noisy neurons extracted from full set of 688 neurons. The correlation of these 58
neurons is over all high compared to the full set.
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Estimation Results on Experimental Data for all three SECI variants

Figure 3.11: Showing the resulting estimation of weight matrix W for 58 neurons
recorded at 30.9Hz with 2000 data points for all three methods. (a) Result weight
estimation with SECI-L2 for = 0.0005. (b) Resulting weights with SECI-L1 with
= 0.0001. (c) Resulting estimation weights with Hi-SECI with prior over connections
and underlying run of SECI-L2.
SECI-L1. Unfortunately, we did not anticipate the data requirements for SECI-L1 and
SECI-L2 would diﬀer by a large amount so we did not investigate this condition in the
simulated data section.
Estimation Results with HI-SECI Finally, we show the application of HI-SECI
with underlying SECI-L2 in Figure 3.11 (c). In this method we hierarchically enforce
a prior over the existence of the connections and then estimate the weights for existing
connections with an underlying method. Here the underlying method used was SECIL2.

3.5
3.5.1

Discussion
Main findings

We derived three algorithms (SECI-L1, SECI-L2 and HI-SECI) based on the assumption that distance influences the probability of neural connectivity in population of
neurons up to distances of 300 µm. SECI-L1 and SECI-L2 captured distance eﬀects
by regularizing a weight matrix of connections weights while HI-SECI first imposed a
prior over the existence of connections and then estimated the weight matrix. SECI-L2
shows performance improvement over previous proposed methods which only impose
sparse regularization as well as SECI-L1. HI-SECI showed only small improvement
over SECI-L2 for high addition computational costs.
While the incorporation of distance knowledge aids the inference performance in
appropriate data sets the benefit of regularization compared to regularized inference
becomes less important with increased data length.
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Limitations

Data set variability and quantification of synchronicity Synchronicity introduced a major hurdle in analyzing performance of our methods. We discussed synchronicity as a factor that influences inference performance at length but there are still
open questions. We intend to work on quantifying synchronicity (suggested measures
like firing rate or correlation didn’t manage to capture it). Since other studies also
encountered this phenomenon [38] it seems like an important point to clarify as this
seems to be a general problem for neural connectivity inference algorithms and is not
just specific to our approach. Given that it is an issue not specific to our approach we
are confident in the results we reported regarding SECI. The overall performance of
SECI-L2 and Hi-SECI was consistently higher than other methods on each given data
set. Nevertheless, we still plan to re-evaluate SECI on a data set with a grid placement
to remove possible fluctuations and report averages. In retrospect it becomes apparent that the way we simulate data sets for the analysis of SECI by placing neurons
using a uniform distribution and then wiring them, in the manner discussed earlier,
likely contributes to fluctuations in synchronicity which then show up as a diﬀerences
in performance when comparing estimation results on diﬀerent sets to each other.
We will encounter a phenomenon related to synchronicity in the next chapter. In
contrast to synchronicity this phenomenon can easily be quantified based on firing rate
alone.
Estimation results for self-connections While we did not explicitly built selfconnections into our model (In fact in the simulated data self-connections are set to be
zero), we observe estimation of self-connections by SECI. These are either negative or
positive. Negative self-connections are possibly indicative of a refractory period eﬀect
that is not adequately captured by the LNP model as it has no explicit refractory period
parameter. Positive self-connections, as observed in the application to experimental
data of the PPC might have several explanations such as 1) long lag auto-correlations
[4, 39] or 2) tuning to slowly varying behavioural correlates. This phenomena requires
further investigation and possibly an extension of the model to account for such eﬀects.
Hyper-parameter optimization for experimental data application As we had
only a short data set available we did not go into much detail beyond a proof of concept
that the algorithms are ready to be applied to experimental data and yield plausible
results. Nevertheless, we would like to point a potential not well optimized hyper
parameter lambda in Figure 3.11 in the case of SECI-L2 as the distance influence is
rather strong measured by the diﬀerence of the estimated weight matrix to the prior
distance information. Finding good hyper parameters is though a general challenge
of such methods and not specific to our method. Future applications to experimental
data sets are thus in need of better hyper parameter optimization.
Data set requirements for experimental data application We had selected
the experimental data set used in this chapter before the completion of the algorithms’
analysis. It became apparent after the fact that we required longer data length at
the data set’s sampling rate. The number of data points was only 2000 points at a
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sampling rate of 30.9 Hz for the experimental data set used in this chapter. For future
application we need to secure longer recordings at around 20000 data points for 50
neurons as illustrated in section 3.3.4. This requirement scales linearly with the number
of neurons in the population but this data length requirement is estimated based on
simulated data. For experimental recordings extra data is desirable for example for
optimizing hyper-parameters as well as validating the estimated model against further
data not used in the optimization process.
Pre-processing steps In the application of SECI to experimental calcium recordings we relay on an external software module to estimate spike trains. The actual
influence of such a pre-processing step needs to be analyzed as it might introduce undesirable eﬀects. Furthermore, in the analysis on simulated data we simulate a trace
like explanatory variable. The extend to wish this simulation is realistic and the detail
at which it is performed might also influence estimation results.

3.5.3

Future Work

The most apparent points identified for future work are listed below:
1. Investigating of the influence of external neurons/refractory period on self connection proxy eﬀect:
We observed the use of the self-connections as a type of proxy for other
quantities such as possibly refractory period or external input or unobserved
neurons. We suggest investigating this influence and then constructing a
model that explicitly estimates such quantities.
2. Extension to a model with explicit estimation of refractory period and external
inputs.
This directly results as a consequence of the previous point.
3. Combination of SECI with other algorithms:
As we have repeatedly pointed out SECI is a localized estimation algorithm
for which we only have support on areas up to 300 µm2 . A combination
with other methods which can work on a larger areas but use SECI as a
support for its local estimation is another direction we consider.

3.5.4

Conclusion

In this chapter we have introduced the Spatial Eﬀective Connectivity Inference (SECI)
approach with three specific sub versions of the main idea. SECI-L1 which combines
spatial regularization with L1 norm. SECI-L2 which combines spatial regularization
with L2 norm. HI-SECI which applies the same idea of using distance based prior but
in a full hierarchical MAP approach which combines a prior over connections and a
regularization of weights. We have analyzed SECI on simulated data and observed a
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performance increase for SECI-L2 and HI-SECI over non prior and L1 and L2 regularization methods. We illustrated the application of SECI-L1, SECI-L2 and HI-SECI to
an experimental data set.

Chapter 4
Modular Eﬀective Connectivity
Inference (MECI)
4.1

Introduction

As discussed in Chapter 2, previously published Bayesian approaches to neural connectivity inference have been shown to benefit from priors like sparseness of connections
[38] or smoothness of temporal responses [59]. In Chapter 3 we described an investigation of spatial information, specifically distance between neurons, as another valid
prior for this type of connectivity inference.
In addition to such topographical organization, modular organization, like cortical
columns are commonly observed in the brain.
In this chapter the focus is on the development of an eﬀective neural connectivity
inference algorithm with a modularity based prior which can, in principle, capture
diﬀerent types of modular organization. For a plausible starting point to develop such
a method we consider the assumption that synaptic connectivity within modules might
be significantly stronger than connections between modules. Such possible diﬀerences
could be expressed in density of connectivity or connection strength. This is just
one possible modularity assumption we choose as a starting point to investigate here.
Extending this idea to a more general formulation that allows diﬀerent assumption
over the distribution of connections within and between modules are briefly discussed
in the discussion section.
In the remainder of this chapter we first give a theoretical formulation of how to
incorporate a modularity prior by assuming two diﬀerent Gaussian distributions for
within and between module connection strength. Then we derive a modularity-based
eﬀective neural connectivity inference algorithm (MECI) which utilizes Gibbs sampling
and Newton’s Method to estimate module membership and connections weights in
section 4.2.2. We proceed on to an in depth evaluation of MECI on a simulated data
set. To give an idea of how MECI behaves on a bio-physiological realistic data we
apply it to data sets of the model of the Basal Ganglia in 4.4. We then compare
MECI to SECI on data set which exhibits modules based as a side eﬀect of neural
placement and distance based wiring. Finally, we have a discuss about our findings
including limitations and a list of possible extensions of the algorithm to highlight
43
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4.2
4.2.1

Methods
Generative Models of Modular Network and Neural Spikes

We first formulate a generative model of neural networks with modular organization.
For a number of neurons N , we assume the number of modules C. Each neuron is
assigned to a specific module according to a module assignment matrix Z ⌘ [zci ] 2
{0, 1}C⇥N , where zci is an indicator variable such that zci = 1 if the ith neuron belongs
to the cth cluster and zci = 0 otherwise. zi = [z1i , · · · , zCi ]> is an indicator vector
representing the cluster assignment of the ith neurons. Z can be written as Z =
[z1 , · · · , zN ].
We define a simple non-informative prior module assignment as
P (Z) =

N
Y

P (zi ), where P (zci = 1) = 1/C.

(4.1)

ln P (Z) =

(4.2)

i=1

Accordingly,
N C ln C

Note that it is constant and independent of Z.
We then assume a prior distribution of the connection weights depending on the
module assignment:
"

1
P (wij |zi , zj ) = p
2⇡

2
w

exp

⇢

#zi> zj "

2
wij
2 w2

1
p
2⇡

2
b

exp

⇢

2
wij
2 b2

#1

zi> zj

(4.3)

This expression implies that weights are distributed according to two Gaussians: Nw (0, w 2 )
for with-in module weights and Nb (0, b 2 ) for between module weights.
Accordingly, the prior of the connection weight matrix W under a given module
configuration Z is
P (W |Z) =

N Y
N
Y
i=1 j=1

(4.4)

P (wij |zi , zj ).

Then the log prior is represented as
ln P (W |Z) =

N X
N
X

zi> zj

i=1 j=1

+

N X
N
X
i=1 j=1
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2

2
wij
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2
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w

2
wij
+

1
ln(2⇡)
2
1
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2

b

(4.5)
1
ln(2⇡)
2

(4.6)

where we use inverse variance notation w = w1 2 and b = 1b 2 .
Taking the logarithm of the probability simplifies this to the sum of the logarithms
of the individual components. This will later simplify the derivation.
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Spike generative model We use a linear-nonlinear Poisson (LNP) cascade model
[9, 54, 55] as a model of neural spike responses. This is defined fully in Chapter 2.
The spike data matrix is given as Y ⌘ [yti ] 2 {0, 1}T ⇥N with T the number of time
bins with the bin size t and
yti the number of spikes of i-th neuron in the t-th time bin. yt = [yt1 , · · · , ytN ] is
a vector representing the numbers of spikes detected at the t-th time bin. Y can be
written as Y = [y1> , · · · , yT> ]> .
X ⌘ [xti ] 2 RT ⇥N is the feature matrix extracted from the history of neural activity
before the tth time bin.
We estimate the connectivity weight matrix W ⌘ [wij ] 2 RN ⇥N with wij indicating the connectivity weight from the jth to the ith neurons. We denote by
wi = [wi1 , . . . , wiN ]> the connectivity weight vector projecting to the ith neuron.
The likelihood , based on the definition of the linear-nonlinear Poisson cascade
model introduced in Chapter 2, becomes:

P (Y |W ) =
where
P (yti ; wi ) =

T Y
N
Y

(4.7)

P (yti ; wi )

t=1 i=1

(rti · t)yti
exp( rti ·
yti !

t),

(4.8)

= exp wi> x>
.
t

(4.9)

with the firing rate defined as:
rti = exp

4.2.2

(

N
X
j=1

wij xjt

)

Inference of Module Membership and Connection Weights

We now turn towards the formulation of a Bayesian inference approach for the module membership and connection weights based on diﬀerent regularization parameters
depending on the module membership.
The log-likelihood of the membership Z and the connection weights W given the
spike train Y is
ln P (Y |W ) =
=

T X
N
X
t=1 i=1
T X
N
X
t=1 i=1

[yti {ln rti + ln t}
⇥

yti wi> x>
t + ln t

t · rti

(4.10)

ln yti !]

t exp wi> x>
t

ln yti !

⇤

(4.11)

The joint distribution of all stochastic variables takes the form
P (Y, Z, W ) = P (Z)P (W |Z)P (Y |W ).

(4.12)
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Taking the logarithm we obtain,

(4.13)
(4.14)

ln P (Y, Z, W ) = ln P (Z) + ln P (W |Z) + ln P (Y |W )
= CN ln C
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Inference of weights given module assignment

Conditional distribution of wi for each i = 1, · · · , N

P (wi |Y, Z, W i ) = R

is given as

P (Y, Z, W )
P (Y, Z, W )dwi

(4.18)

Thus the log posterior probability of wi given module configuration Z is
ln P (wi |Y, Z, W i ) = ln P (Y, Z, W ) + (wi -independent)
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Now we can derive the gradient (first order derivative) with respect to wi :
gi ⌘ rwi ln P (wi |Y, Z, W i )
=

b wi

+
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X

(

b ) (Z

w
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t yti

t
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>
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>
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rti t) x>
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(4.29)

t=1

where denotes the Hadamard product, i.e. element-wise product. The Hessian
(second order derivative) is given by
(4.30)

Hi ⌘ r2wi ln P (wi |Y, Z, W i )
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⇥
diag (

w

b) Z

>
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⇤

T
X

(rti t)x>
t xt .

(4.31)

t=1

Having access to the Hessian allows us to use Newton’s method for optimization
when constructing our algorithm in the next section. Furthermore, if we set the maximum point of ln P (wi |Y, Z, W i ) as wi⇤ , the following approximation becomes available:
1
(wi
2

ln P (wi |Y, Z, W i ) ⇡

wi⇤ )> ( Hi⇤ ) (wi

wi⇤ )

(4.32)

Thus,
P (wi |Y, Z, W i ) ⇡ N (wi ; wi⇤ , [Hi⇤ ] 1 ),

(4.33)

where
wi⇤ = argmax [ln P (wi |Y, Z, W i )] .

(4.34)
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t=1

(4.36)

This approximation is valid in the sense of Laplace approximation method.
Computing the weight matrix W is an optimization problem of N 2 variables. The
equation is concave in w and can be separated into N terms to be optimized separately
by optimization methods like Gradient Decent or Newton’s method etc.
Inference of module assignment Next we consider the inference for the module
assignment matrix Z. The conditional distribution of zi for each i = 1, · · · , N is
given by
P (Y, Z, W )
P (zi |Y, Z i , W ) = P
zi P (Y, Z, W )

(4.37)
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Thus the log conditional probability of zi becomes,
ln P (zi |Y, Z i , W ) = ln P (Y, Z, W ) + (zi -independent)
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b
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(4.41)

So the conditional probability of assigning neuron i to module k given explanatory
variable Y , current module assignment Z i of other neurons and current weight matrix
W is:
P (zik = 1|Y, Z i , W ) = PC

(zik = 1|Y, Z i , W ))
(zik0 = 1|Y, Z i , W ))

k0 =1

where
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being the Kroeneker’s delta which is defined as

,

b

ij

(4.44)
= 1 if i = j

Formulation of the Algorithm (MECI)

We are now able to formulate the algorithm for modular eﬀective connectivity inference
(MECI). We present pseudo-code in this section to discuss the main algorithm.
The algorithm and all simulations were implemented in Python3.5 and all source
code and data sets used to produce graphs in this thesis will be made publicly available at https://github.com/oist/pynci/MECI upon peer reviewed publication of this
work.
Implementation
In Algorithm 2 we construct a Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) algorithm for modular eﬀective connectivity inference (MECI). MECI is devided into two main blocks:
The weight estimation block [line 3 - 10] in which we use Newton’s method for optimizing weights based on the current module assignment and the module assignment
block [line 11 - 17] in which neurons are re-assigned to the most likely module, by updating module assignment matrix Z taking into consideration the best weights found
in the last run of the weight estimation block. The two blocks are wrapped by an outer
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Algorithm 6 MECI
Input: Y, X, C,

b,

w

Output: Estimated weight matrix W, module assignment matrix Z
1:

Initalize W and Z appropriately.

2:

for h = 1, · · · , Hmax do

3:

for i = 1, · · · , N do
repeat

4:
5:

rit

6:

g

7:

H

8:

wi

b wi

⇥
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1
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⇤
P
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b ) Z zi
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>

Sample wi according to the Gaussian with mean wi and covariance H

10:

1

.

for j = 1, · · · , N do
for k = 1, · · · , C do

12:
13:

zk 0 j

14:

kj

zi>0 zj 0 )
15:

(

(t = 1, · · · , T )

until wi converged

9:

11:
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kj ]

16:

Sample k according to the categorical distribution: Cat(q1j , · · · , qKj ).

17:

zj

18:

(

1,k , · · ·

,

C,k )

if converged then break

>
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sampling loop [line 2]. We refer to this outer loop when we speak about MECI taking
a specific number of iterations to converge. The number of iteration of this loop can
sometimes seem low because we also have inner loops. The outer sampling loop does
not have to fully run until it reaches Hmax . If convergence is achieved we can break
out of the outer sampling loop. But as briefly discussed in Chapter 2 convergence for
MCMC methods is not provable. We can only make reasonable assumptions.
The structure of this algorithm is reminiscent of an Expectation Maximization
(EM) algorithm. It is through a Gibbs sampling approach (See definition in Chapter
2). There exists a relationship between Gibbs sampling and generalized EM [11].
Imagine that X, Y and ✓ are a hidden variable, an observation, and a model
parameter, respectively. The EM algorithm consists of two steps. The E-step defined
the so-called expected log-likelihood function as Q(✓0 |✓) = E[ln P (X, Y |✓0 )|Y, ✓], then
the M-step updates ✓ by argmax✓0 Q(✓0 |✓). With repeated iterations this converges to a
maximum likelihood estimate ✓⇤ . This can be transferred into a formulation of Gibbs
sampling. Instead of maximizing at each of these two steps, we use the conditional
distribution and sample from it. You can see this in both the weight blocks and the
module block: In line 10 we sample for the weight and in line 16 we sample for the
module assignment.
We iteratively update W as well as Z. In the weight block W is optimized by
Newton’s method. The model parameters are updated in the direction of Hessian error
and gradient error. Then we re-evaluate and repeat until convergence for this particular
assignment has been achieved. Initial weights can be set to zero or an initial estimation
taking module assignment into account. We chose to set a random normal assignments
for Z and then initialize W according to it. In the module assignment block we reassign
module membership based on the conditional probability qkj ⌘ p(zkj = 1|Y, Z j , W ).
In this sampling step we sample from the categorical distribution based on qkj . This
iterative manner produces a chain of samples based on the conditional distributions
which on the long run approximates the joint distribution of W and Z.
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Performance Evaluation on Simulated Data

We know turn to an in depth analysis of the algorithm’s performance and behavior on
simulated data, starting with a purely theoretical data set constructed to match the
algorithms assumptions.
This chapter uses only simulated data sets for which all model parameters are
known and controlled so we have a ground truth to compare our algorithm’s estimations
against.
We now discuss how the data set is constructed, then evaluate performance for
several diﬀerent cases and sub sets, and discuss the results.

4.3.1

Data Simulation

For the use in evaluation we are first constructing a data set with purely theoretical
features which we will refer to as Faithful. Faithful directly match the algorithm’s
assumption as detailed below. This simulation setup does not follow realistic biophysiological parameters. We will consider a more bio-physiological informed data
sets in section 4.4. The reason for constructing such a benchmark set is to identify
performance baselines, constraints and best cases. A data set that is constructed
to match the the algorithms assumptions faithfully is the easiest case to apply the
algorithm to. Any performance constraints we find should therefore translate directly
to more diﬃcult inference cases on data sets which don’t directly match this assumption
as a type of lower bound.
The purpose of this simulation is not to produce a bio-physiologically realistic neural
activation model but to show how the algorithm behaves on a simple data sets and
evaluate factors like the module size or number which might influence the estimation
algorithm.
Faithful is a collection of many subsets all true to the following simulation setup
and only diﬀer by the initialization of the number of neurons N , Module number C
and parameters w and b . These data set reflects the algorithms assumption that
neurons either belong to a module or not and the connection strength within modules
and between them is sampled from two diﬀerent normal distributions N (0, w ) and
N (0, b ). This gives us neural populations which are wired in the following manner.
Weight matrix W takes:
W =

(

wij ⇠ N (0,
wij ⇠ N (0,

2
w ),
2
b ),

if zi = zj
otherwise

Furthermore, self-connections are set to 0 so neurons do not influence themselves
but a hard refractory period is imposed during which neurons cannot produce a spike
for a fixed time period of 4 ms after last having done so.
We are using the Linear-nonlinear Poisson (LNP) cascade model [9, 54, 55] as
introduced in Chapter 2 and use specific model parameters as stated in Table 4.1 while
only adjusting neuron number N, w2 , b2 and module assignment matrix Z.
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Parameter
Spike train parameters
Calculation step size for spikes
Maximum probability
Maximum weight
Decay parameter for spikes
Basal rate for spikes
Absolute refractory period
Trace parameters
Calculation step size for traces
Noise variance
Decay over time
Fixed Jump height
Basal activation

Symbol
s

pmax
wmax
⌧s
bs
ref
x
noise

⌧x
ax
bx

Value
1 ms
0.23
3.0
5 ms
5.0
4 ms
30 ms
0.09
2.0
1.0
1.0

Table 4.1: Summary of essential model parameters (MECI).

4.3.2

Impact of Bursting and Sparse Activity

In this first performance evaluation case we present two conditions under which MECI
cannot perform at optimally. As a performance measure adjusted Rand index (RI) [24]
for module assignment and Pearson correlation coeﬃcient (r) for weight estimation
of weights between neurons are reported. It should be noted that both measures
are measured on a 0.0 - 1.0 scale but the Rand index is quite sensitive to even minor
changes. For example a drop form 1.0 to 0.8 might just signal one mismatch. Therefore
a result of 0.8 is still considered a very good result. Specifically, these two conditions are
types of anomalous neural activity in spike trains Y : 1) Unrealistically strong bursting
activity and 2) Very sparse activity. We illustrate this behavior in Figure 4.1 and
4.2. Figure 4.1 shows good estimation performance on a small data set of 30 neurons.
In comparison Figure 4.2 illustrates the same network but with an increased firing
rate obtained by increasing the connection strength in the network. This increased
firing rate leads to bursting behavior. Such bursting behavior influences estimation
performance. We can observe rapid deterioration of performance for certain firing
ranges. In Figure 4.2 plot (g) shows a regression plot which illustrates performance
deterioration down to r = 0.5. For the same data set but without bursting behavior
good performance at r = 0.8 as observed.
We quantify this by classifying what firing rate ranges are not acceptable for MECI
to run on. For data sets which fall into these categories performance deteriorates
gradually with increased bursting on the high firing rate end and sparse activity on the
low firing rate end respectively. In Figure 4.3 we plot this relationship of performance
vs firing rate.
In the case of bursting behavior in a data set the average firing rate over the entire
population can seem low (eg. below 60 Hz1 ) so we plot the average firing rate of the
1

The reason for this seemingly low whole population average might be that unrealistically high
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Performance on a normal data example

Figure 4.1: An example of a data set with 30 neurons 3 modules on which MECI
performs well. (a) Ground truth module assignment. (b) Ground truth connection
weights between neurons. (c) The first 1000 ms of spike trains produced by using
the connection weights shown in b. (d) Average firing rate. (e) MECI’s estimated
module assignment. Note that module indices are interchangeable, thus a and e refer
to the same module assignment and this assignment has an adjusted Rand index of 1.0
(highest possible score). (f ) MECI’s estimated connection weights between neurons.
(g) Regression plot with Pearson correlation coeﬃcient r and p-value of neuron to
neuron connection weights comparing ground truth to estimated weights.
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Performance on an anomalous data example with high bursting

Figure 4.2: Example of performance on a data set of 30 neurons with 3 modules
exhibiting high bursting. The bursting behavior influences estimation accuracy. Adjusted Rand score is still high at around 0.8 but the weight estimation deteriorated for
to r = 0.5.
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20% most active neurons in Figure 4.3 plot a and c. In the case of bursting a few
neurons in a module showing firing rates over 140 Hz is enough to disrupt the entire
estimation. Furthermore, firing rates above 200 Hz were not analyzed as such high
numbers lead to singular matrices during calculations2 so no unique solution can be
found by with the linear solver we are using. As a solver the numpy.linalg.solve [44]
package was used.
In the case of very low activity as shown in Figure 4.3 b we also observe performance
deterioration. Particularly, in the presence of almost silent neurons.
Based on our findings we recommend a safe firing range for MECI to operate on:
An average firing rate above 9Hz seems suﬃcient to make sure the data is not too
sparse. In the case of bursting behavior no neuron should fire above 140 Hz. Even a
small number of such neurons is detrimental to estimation performance.
While establishing this range we frequently considered correlation plots of spike
trains and traces and found that while MECI’s performance deteriorates on sparse
data it is more robust to sparse activity than correlation analysis. For some data for
which a correlation analysis is not able to reason about which neurons influence each
other can still be analyses with MECI.

4.3.3

Data Length Requirements and Impact of Population Size

Data length required by MECI appears to linearly increase with the number of neurons.
We illustrate this for two data sets of n = 40 and n = 80 in Figure 4.4 plot a and b
respectively.
It should be noted that there exists a point at which data length overpowers the
usefulness of module assignment. It is possible for exceedingly long data length to lead
to good weight estimation without finding a good module assignment. This makes sense
as the weight estimation loop starts with a given module assignment and optimizes from
there. If the estimation problem of finding weights is made easy by the availability of
large amounts of data the weight optimization loop might settle on well performing
weight estimates without a good module assignment.

4.3.4

Robustness to Module Number and Size Variability

Initially we believed that performances might be influenced by modules size or variability of size in a population. After adjusting for suﬃcient data length we found that
MECI is robust to these changes. In Figure 4.5 we show performance on a data set
which has two modules. We gradually increase the module size of the second module
up to four times the original size. Performance stays roughly stable. Furthermore,
we investigated the impact of increasing the total number of modules in a set. The
investigation of this property was made diﬃcult by some underlying properties of the
Faithful data set: With increased number of modules it becomes more likely to produce
bursting in a small number of neurons can suppress the overall population activity for example when
the bursting neuron is inhibitory.
2
This is most likely due to the total suppression of some neurons by a bursting inhibitor neuron thus
leading to some neurons being completely silenced. No all zero components like this is a requirement
of the linear solver package we use so the only way to circumvent this is to remove silent neurons.

4.3 Performance Evaluation on Simulated Data
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Performance decline on anomalous data

Figure 4.3: Performance measured by Rand score of module assignment and Pearson
r of regression between estimated weights and ground truth weights over average firing
rate (Hz) of 20% highest active neurons and average firing rate of the whole population.
Highest value or r and rand score is 1.0 (a) Performance deteriorates in the presence
of high bursting neurons with a firing rate of above 140 Hz and for populations of
neurons firing in a very sparse manner. (b) and (c) show the beginning and end
of graph (a) in more detail with (b) showing average instead of highest 20%. (b)
Performance deteriorating rapidly for very sparse firing of an average firing rate below
9 Hz. (c) Performance over average firing rate of the 20% most active neurons showing
a performance decline for neurons firing at above 140 Hz.
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Data length requirements

Figure 4.4: Estimation performance scales with data length. The relationship between data length requirement and number of neurons seems to be linear. (a) Performance over data length used for estimation on a data set of 40 neurons measured by
adjusted Rand index, Person’s r, and MAE. (b) Same as a but for 80 neurons. (c)
Number of neurons over data length at which a performance level of r = 0.8 and 0.85
was reached respectively.
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Robustness to module size variability

Figure 4.5: Estimations were run on data sets with two modules each starting from
both being the same size (marked on the x axis at 1.0) and then one module being
gradually increased in size up to 4 times the original size. As this increases the total
number of neurons in the estimation data length was kept at 2000 * N data points.
a data sets which has anomalous bursting behavior (as defined and illustrated in Section 4.3.2). This is a short coming of the Faithful simulation set up and not MECI. As
we have shown MECI requires bursting and sparse behavior to not accede a required
range. As a result of this anomalous firing behavior in the data sets we observed a
fluctuation of performance with increasing module number that we initially thought
reflected a problem with the estimation algorithm itself. When strictly selecting data
sets to fall in a realistic firing range performance appears to remain stable and good.
We illustrate this on a data set of 8 and 20 modules. In Figure 4.6 MECI achieved
strong performing at r = 0.88 and Rand score = 0.81 on a data set of 8 modules. Even
at 20 modules we still observed r = 0.82 and Rand score of 0.71 (see Figure 4.7).
While the performance seems to slightly drop this is very encouraging as we do not
anticipate needing such high numbers of modules for the estimation on experimental
recordings.

4.3.5

Robustness to Mismatching Estimation Parameters

We now evaluate how robust MECI is to mismatching parameters initialization. The
main parameters that currently have to be supplied as an initial guess are the number
of modules as well as then two parameters governing weight distribution, b and w .
When no knowledge of cluster number is given and one tries to manually narrowing
down on the appropriate number of clusters C it is advisable to start with a higher number and gradually reduce it in subsequent runs of MECI. Quality of weight estimation
is less impacted by over estimating of C than by underestimating of it. Furthermore,
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Example result on 8 Modules

Figure 4.6: Example of robust performance at r = 0.88 and Rand score = 0.81 on a
data set of 8 modules.
in the best case the algorithm will (with suﬃcient data length and iterations) settle
on not assigning any neurons to the extra modules as seen in Figure 4.8 (b). In cases
where the estimation has not converged yet, or the data set is too ambiguous, shared
expression by two or more modules for one underlying module will occur as seen in
Figure 4.8 (d). This can visually be identified by repeatedly running MECI. If module
assignment is shared this usually shows in a flip-floping behavior of neuron assignment
between shared modules. This type of behavior indicates the estimation cannot settle
down on a specific assignment with high confidence.
You can see in Figure 4.8 (e) that for this particular data set performance as
measured by r actually did not decline. This sometimes happens when the data length
is suﬃciently long enough to outweigh the benefits of module assignment as described
in section 4.3.3.
The algorithm is robust to the over-estimations of b and w . In fact, in cases where
faithful b is very close to zero a slightly higher initial value for b has been found to
be beneficial for estimation and can sometimes turn estimation performance around
from mediocre to rather good. The reason for this is a follows: If between module
connections are estimated to be too close to zero assigning a neuron to a diﬀerent
module has very little impact on these weights even if the assignment is wrong as the
small size negates the negative eﬀect such a wrong assignment might have. By setting
b slightly higher the consequences of assigning a neuron to an incorrect module will
show more pronounced eﬀects thus making it easier to identify unfavorable assignments.
The algorithm reacts badly to underestimation of both sigmas but has a higher
tolerance to overestimation. In the case of b this is bounded by the requirement that
b has to be strictly smaller than w . If we overestimate both w and b though the
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Example result on 20 modules

Figure 4.7: Example of robust performance at r = 0.82 and Rand score = 0.71 on a
data set of 20 modules.
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Robustness to mismatching module number initialization

Figure 4.8: (a) Ground truth module assignment with C = 4 modules used in this
estimation. (b) Best case behavior when with assuming module number to be one
higher than ground truth (C+1). MECI converged to a clear assignment of all neurons
to three separate clusters leaving the extra module empty. (c) Clear collapse of two
modules into one assignment in the case of unfaithful assumption of C -1. (d) A
more typical example of modules sharing assignments in case of assuming three extra
modules. It is still possible to clearly see all four modules but some neurons are diﬀerent
enough in their activity to be considered belonging to a separate module. (e) Overview
of how the performance measured in Rand index and r declines with increasing missmatch.
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Robustness to mismatching sigmas

Figure 4.9: Showing robustness to unfaithful parameter assumptions for both sigmas
on a data set for which ground truth was w = 2.3 and b = 0.23. (a) b is bound
below by 0 and above by w . Therefore we only show adjustment from ground truth
times 0.87 up to times 8.7 as any further to the right of the graph would be below
zero and to the left above ground truth w , which is prohibited by the algorithms
assumption that b << w . Performance declines rapidly for underestimated values
but shows a high tolerance up to close to w . (b) The algorithm shows a high tolerance
for overestimation of w .
tolerance of b can be extended to a certain degree as long as the ratio between the
two stays in roughly correct.
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MECI estimation on a distance based data set

Figure 4.10: (a) Schematic of the neurons’ placement during data simulation. (b)
Estimated connection weights. (c) Regression plot between estimated and ground truth
weights. Notable features are problematic areas for MECI are negative self-connections
and sparse weights. (d) Same plot but with self connections removed to illustrate the
influence on the regression line.

4.4

Comparison of MECI and SECI

Comparing MECI to any version of SECI on a data set like Faithful would be pointless
as Faithful is a densely connected network while, in particularly SECI-L1 assumes a
sparse connection matrix. It is though possible to compare MECI and SECI under
certain conditions. SECI can be applied to a modular network if that modularity is
produced as a side eﬀect of spatial separation. MECI, on the other hand, can be applied
to modular structures of either spatial or functional nature.
We now show an application of MECI to a distance based set in which modules
are a side product of spatial distance. The construction of this set is the same as for
Chapter 3. The only diﬀerence is that we selected neuron’s positioning to follow three
Gaussian distribution thus producing three clusters of neurons as seen in 4.10 (a). On
such a set we can compare the performance of MECI to SECI.

4.4 Comparison of MECI and SECI

4.4.1
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MECI on Distance-Based Set with Modules

To illustrate the application of MECI to a data set that doesn’t follow the same assumptions as well as to compare MECI and SECI we return to our distance based simulation
setup as discussed in in Chapter 3. As you recall from Chapter 3 the assumptions for the
simulation of this distance based data set diﬀer from Faithful. Neurons are placed on a
500 µm x 500 µm plane and are wired based on their proximity taking bio-physiological
recording statistics into consideration for this wiring. This setup also exhibits a sparse
connectivity at below 20% of connections which is also more realistic than in Faithful.
Let’s consider how MECI’s prior assumptions diﬀer from the set up of these population simulations. MECI enforces modules by using in-between and within module
weight distribution parameters b and w which leads to the assumption of a weight
distribution following two Gaussians. Visually this looks like two bell curves. In comparison the distance-based simulation produces weights distributions which are zero
inflated. Furthermore, in this simulation weights aren’t drawn from two distributions
but are continuously assigned with diﬀerent probability taking the distance between
neurons into account thus each module would have a diﬀerent weight distribution.
Despite these diﬀerences in assumption MECI shows robust estimation results. It
is able to estimate both weights and module membership as approximated by distance
clustering. If we assume spatial clusters are equivalent to modules MECI fully recovers
the three modules and estimates their weights well. The biggest diﬀerence to runs on
Faithful we observed was the number of iterations needed to converge. Runs on Faithful
sometimes converge rather quickly with very few iterations of the outer sampling loop
while on the distance-based data sets iteration number of at least several hundred
iterations were needed. Given that sampling approaches are notorious for needing a
lot of iterations it is not surprising we need a larger number of iterations on this data
set.
The biggest problems encountered for this data set, is the overestimation of connections with weight 0 as MECI does not explicitly account for this type of sparseness.
This is illustrated by the spread around zero in the regression plots. Since we rely on b
not being too close to zero one can understand the wider spread of weights supposed
to be zero. It makes sense that these weights would be influenced by our assumed
parameters in this way. Furthermore, you can observe the same peculiarity of negative
self-connections. It uses self-connections as way to express refractory period. Like in
Chapter 3 we illustrate the eﬀect the negative self-connections have on the regression
plot we show how the regression plots with and without self-connections diﬀer as seen
in 4.10 c and d. Contrary to the eﬀects self-connections had on the regression plot in
Chapter 3 we see them artificially inflated the performance here.
Nevertheless, when considering neuron to neuron connections MECI performance
well on this type of data at r = 0.72 despite miss-matching assumptions, and as we
show in the next section, comparably to SECI-L2.

4.4.2

SECI on Distance-Based Set with Modules

We show an application of SECI-L2 to the same data set. If we, as in the case of
MECI, remove negative self connections from the weight comparison MECI and SECI-
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SECI-L2 estimation on a distance based modules

Figure 4.11: (a) Estimated weight matrix. (b) Regression plot including negative
self-connections with r=0.72 (c) Regression plot between estimated and ground truth
weights excluding self connections showing r=0.73
L2 perform comparably on this data set with SECI-L2 with r = 0.72 and r = 0.73
respectively. A bit of caution is needed when comparing these numbers. They are
impacted by the spread around zero weights. SECI is directly aiming to reduce this
spread while MECI is actually producing it as a side eﬀect of parameter b .
It is though encouraging to see that MECI does comparatively well on this set. It
needs though much longer to find a good solution than SECI-L2. Thus while MECI
can successfully produce estimations on this set SECI-L2 is still preferable for sets with
distance-based properties as it matches the underlying wiring rules.

4.5 Discussion

4.5
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Discussion

We now discuss MECI from a broader perspective, considering limitations and suggesting possible future directions.

4.5.1

Main findings

We derived an eﬀective neural connectivity inference (MECI) algorithm that imposes
a prior over within and between module connections by assuming diﬀerent distribution
for each. We showed that MECI performs well on a simulated data set which was
produced following these assumptions. MECI has been shown to be robust to various
conditions and diverging inital model parameters. We compared MECI to SECI on a
distance-based data set with modules which were formed as a side eﬀect of distance
based wiring of neural populations located in spatial clusters. MECI performed as well
as SECI on this data set showing its applicability to a data set which doesn’t follow
it’s assumptions completely but shows modularity.

4.5.2

Limitations

Simplistic weight distribution assumption As we have already briefly mentioned
MECI takes an oversimplified view of neural connection statistics. Taking a simplified
view is in general not a bad thing by Occam’s razor it is preferable to choose the simpler
explanation if it adequately captures the situation we want to express. Nevertheless, it
should be noted that connectivity in the brain show various statistics. We showed one
specific plausible assumption here. The assumption that between and within module
connections diﬀer and can be approximated by two Gaussian distributions with w >
b . We assume here that within module connections are always stronger than between
but for specific structures in the brain this is not the case. For example in a recent
the Basal Ganglia Model connections strength between some modules are higher than
within module connections [32].
Thus a more general formulation of a modularity prior could help express various
connection statistics.
Straight forward adaptation that come to mind are, fitting diﬀerent distributions
per module instead of just two as well as distributions other than Gaussian.

4.5.3

Future Directions

To conclude this chapter we discuss a selection of future directions:
Autonomous search for best distribution In the current implementation of
MECI two fixed Gaussian distributions defined by mean 0 and standard deviation
w for within and b for between module connections needs to be supplied. An extension to consider is a dynamically search for the best parameters w and b .
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More than two distributions MECI assumed two Gaussian distributions. One for
all between module connections and one for all within module connections. It is though
easy to imagine that the weight distribution might diﬀer from module to module,
particularly if we look at consider modules like anatomical regions that specialize for
diﬀerent types of computations. Thus each module could have their own distinct
distribution.
Diﬀerent distributions than Gaussian It is easy to see that two Gaussian distributions are a strong simplification. The straight forward extension is to explore
diﬀerent types of distributions.
Other forms of formulating modularity Modularity can be formulated in many
diﬀerent ways and we just explored but one of theme here. Another possibility we
considered was using mean activation. In such an approach in between module connections could be approximated as a mean activity. We constructed a small proof of
concept for his direction but didn’t persue it further.
Constructing a more general formulation of the modularity prior. A more
general formulation which can adapt to diﬀerent modular organizations such as the
three points above.
Larger populations and HPC cluster version In principle, given suﬃciently long
recordings MECI should perform well on larger populations of neurons. As computation
cost increases with number of neurons the implementation of MECI for HPC clusters
with parallelization of the N optimization terms is advisable.
Application to experimental recordings We didn’t get to apply MECI to an
appropriate data set of experimental recordings, yet. This had to be delegated to
future work due to time constraints. We are aiming towards doing so before publishing
to a journal or conference.
Extension to a hierarchical algorithm MECI can possibly be applied to larger
populations of neurons to capture the influence of a global modular structure. It is thus
conceivable that for example the combination with a local method like SECI could help
in the estimation of larger populations of neurons which span over several anatomical
areas. In such a combination local eﬀects produced by distance could be captured by
SECI and global eﬀects produced by module structre by MECI.

4.5.4

Conclusion

In this chapter we introduced the Modular Eﬀective Connectivity Inference (MECI)
approach with one specific implementation of the main idea. The main idea is based on
the assumption that neural wiring within a module is stronger than between modules.

4.5 Discussion
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We analyzed MECI’s performance on simulated data and found that bursting and
sparse neural activity have a significant impact on performance. Data length requirements increase linearly with number of neurons considered. MECI is robust to the
number and size variability of modules in a data set. MECI is robust to mismatching
estimation parameters to an extend.
Furthermore, we compared MECI and SECI on a distance based data set with
modules produced as a side eﬀect of spatial positioning and found that MECI can
catch local spatial properties as well as SECI if these properties exhibit a module
structure.
We conclude that the use of modularity-based priors has merrit in the greater
context of neural connectivity inference and analysis.

Chapter 5
Discussion
In this discussion we first briefly look at practical challenges and work that paved the
way towards the main body of research we presented in Chapter 3 and 4. Then we
review the main findings and put them into the broader research context and conclude
with a section on novelty and significance.

5.1

Review of Main Findings

In this thesis we investigated two types of priors and their viability in the use of a
Bayesian approach to eﬀective neural connectivity inference:
1. Distance-based prior
2. Modularity-based prior

5.1.1

Distance-based prior

We showed that including spatial information such as distance is a viable prior by
formulating three algorithms which implement this type of prior: SECI-L1, SECI-L2
and Hi-SECI.
All of these relay on bio-physiological measurements which have reported a distance
dependent connectivity probability for diﬀerent types of neurons of up to 300 µm
distance. Only Hi-SECI implements this fact in a direct fashion by a maximum a
posteriori approach which imposes existence or absence of connections by a distance
based prior over the connection matrix C via Metropolis-Hastings sampling. In contrast
SECI-L1 and SECI-L2 rely on the implication that we can express this regularization
implicitly on the weight matrix W itself as W implies the connection matrix C.
SECI-L1 extends L1 regularization by including a distance term in the penalty
term and estimates connection weights by maximum likelihood estimation of model
parameters of an LNP cascade model using gradient decent as an optimization methods.
SECI-L2 extends L2 regularization in the same fashion by adding a distance term
and estimates connection weights by maximum likelihood estimation of model parameters of an LNP cascade model using Newton’s method as an optimization methods.
71
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Application of a distance-based prior leads to performance improvement as compared to sparseness regularization or inference with no prior. While Hi-SECI is the
most theoretically appropriate formulation of the distance prior it is also the algorithm
among the three versions which has the highest computation cost due to sampling
method use. SECI-L2 is a much faster version as it directly estimated the weight
matrix using Newton’s method.
The performance gain of Hi-SECI over SECI-L2 is minimal despite SECI-L2 taking
an extra step of abstraction by estimating weight strength directly. SECI-L1 in many
data sets didn’t show much improvement over L1 regularization.
A distance-based prior is though only supported for distances up to 300µm making
SECI is localized inference method.
Lastly, we observed a sensitivity to module parameter changes which influence the
overall synchronicity in a data set.

5.1.2

Modularity-based prior

We showed that taking modularity of neural populations into consideration in connectivity inference can be an eﬀective prior for appropriate data sets.
We derived a modularity regularized inference algorithm called MECI in which
we express modularity by including two diﬀerent distributions into the LNP cascade
model. One distribution for within module connections and one for between neuron
connections. We approximate sampling from the joined distribution over module assignments and weights via a Gibbs sampling approach that iterates between optimizing
weights and module assignments.
MECI performs very well on data sets which exhibit a modular structure. We
show performance on both data sets which directly followed the assumption of having
two distributions as well as on a data set that exhibits modules based on distance
based wiring when we compared MECI to SECI. We thus showed that the modular
structure doesn’t necessarily need to strictly follow MECI’s assumptions to achieve
good estimation results.
Furthermore, MECI is robust to mismatching model parameters to a certain degree
.
Modularity-based inference shows more robustness than spatial-based inference.
Modularity-based inference could be used in global data sets spanning across diﬀerent
anatomical regions. The modularity-based based inference formulation we showed here
is but one way to express modularity and a more generalized formulation could lead to
many variants for specific modular structures in the brain.

5.2

Contrasting SECI and MECI

SECI is a localized method. By virtue of its underlying assumption it is restricted
to distances of probably not much more than 300µm. MECI on the other hand is a
globalized method. By virtue of its assumption which is more abstract than SECI’s
it can be applied to modularity of structural as well as functional nature. Possible
application range from estimation of connectivity between cortical columns up to larger

5.3 Challenges and Limitations
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areas like anatomical brain regions that have been identified to contribute to diﬀerent
tasks.
Both approaches could possibly synergize well when combined. In larger recordings
of neural population that local as well as global properties might need to both be
considered to estimate meaningful module assignments and weights. We have shown
that MECI can pick up local spatial eﬀects as a side eﬀect of its assumption. This
suggest an extension to MECI which allows for both local eﬀects and global structures
to be combined.

5.3

Challenges and Limitations

Overarching challenges which aren’t specific to either prior are:
Hidden neurons and external input We encountered potential eﬀects of hidden
neurons/external input to the network in this work. The consideration of such eﬀects
are an important challenge in neural connectivity inference and we see that recent
approaches considered this influence [27] and [26] oﬀer an information-theoretic framework based approach to address the challenge of unobserved neurons.
Pre-processing Prepossessing steps applied to the experimental data such as the
use of tracing algorithms for the recognition of neurons in calcium imaging data or
spike estimation methods like we used in this work (OASIS [13]) can have an impact
on the subsequently used inference algorithm. This influence needs to be considered
more closely.
Simplistic Model Structure In this work we chose simplicity of formulation over
bio-pysiological accuracy in working with the LNP model. While the LNP model is an
often used approximation its major drawback is the Poisson process’s lack of accuracy
in capturing spike train statistics [6, 28, 52]. Extensions of our proposed methods by
adapting the existing model or by using more bio-physiological appropriate models are
therefore desirable. We discuss this in more detail in Section 5.4.1

5.4
5.4.1

Future Directions
Technical improvements

Technical improvements that haven’t been discussed in the individual discussion sections are as follows.
Model related improvements A strait-forward extension is either the use of more
bio-physiological accurate model such as the calcium dynamic model as seen in [38].
Another option instead of moving on to a completely diﬀerent model would be to extend
the currently used LNP model to address specific challenges encountered in this work.
Two of the main extensions which have the potential to lead to significant improvement
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are an explicit inclusion and estimation of (1) refractory periods and (2) external inputs
to the whole network. Such an input variable could help explain potential behavioral
correlates in the analysis of experimental recordings such as the audio input in the
PCC date set we used in Chapter 3. Refractory periods aren’t necessarily the same in
the whole network. Diﬀerent types of neurons as well as neurons in diﬀerent modules
can exhibit diﬀerent length of refractory period. Thus, the combination of explicitly
addressed external inputs as well as refractory periods could resolve the positive and
negative self-connection proxy eﬀect encountered to varying degrees in Chapter 3 and
4.
High performance computation cluster extension Computation costs makes
application to larger data sets impractical at this stage. We thus only reported results
for limited numbers of neurons here. A straight forward extension of the current
implementations of SECI and MECI that allows for parallel estimation of N terms to
be run on high performance computing clusters is though only a question of technicality
and should scale well.
Optimization of run time While a certain degree of practical improvement can
be achieved via parallel computing and the use of HPC clusters the main problem of
high run time remains. Particularly, Hi-SECI, which is theoretically appealing but
computationally costly due to the use of Metropolis Hastings sampling, could benefit
greatly from being reworked into a less costly approach using for example Expectation
Maximization and/or Simulated Annealing.
Combination of both approaches A combination of modular global regularization
and local distance based regularization seem like a promising research direction.
Combination with other methods to address open challenges and limitations
Some of the challenges discussed in Section 5.3 have already been investigated by
other studies [26, 27] and our two approaches discussed in this thesis can be extended
to synergze with such recent approaches which address the following challenges not
addressed by our two methods:
• Cell type diﬀerentiation
• Hidden neurons
• External input

5.4.2

Application to additional data sets

Application to larger populations Due to computational cost restrictions we only
applied SECI and MECI to data sets of limited size in this thesis. In principle the
application to larger sets should scale linearly as shown in Chapter 3 and 4 and is one
of our future aims.

5.4 Future Directions
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Application of MECI to data set spanning several anatomical regions Data
sets spanning several known anatomical regions do exist and would be very helpful
in varying MECI’s module membership estimation on experimental data. We are in
discussions to obtain one such data set which spans over several regions of the mouse
brain with more than 10000 neurons recorded.
Post-mortem data Recently, a combination of in-vivo recordings with subsequent
post-mortem analysis such as [62] of the anatomical structure has become available.
Such data sets are currently small in scale but the presented algorithms could be extended to analysis such data sets taking the anatomical measurements into account
as another prior thus contributing to investigating the distinction between structural,
functional and eﬀective connectivity. As it stands now structural connectivity always
informs functional and eﬀective connectivity but distinguishing between structural effects in neural computations and purely functional eﬀects is an interesting question.
Analysis of connectivity change over time One of the data sets we used in
Chapter 3 suggests another interesting direction to take both inference algorithms. In
this data set mice were trained over a long period of time and recordings from diﬀerent
periods in time are available. Considering changes in estimated connectivity weights
such type of data is a very interesting possible application of both SECI and MECI.
This type of change is frequently analyzed on fMRI data but not that much on the
meso-scale data.

5.4.3

Transferability to other domains

While this thesis has been concerned with the development of tools for the neuroscience
community we would like to take a broader view at applicability to other domains, in
this last discussion.
Network structures with spatial and modular properties can be found in many
domains. Any problem that can be formulated into an estimation of an unknown
weighted graph structure in which nodes of the graph influence each other via their
weighted connections to produce observable actions or outputs can potentially be a
target for the kind of network inference algorithms presented here. In case of such
application the model chosen would need to be adapted to the new domain but the
algorithmic principles of including prior domain knowledge such as modules or distance
would remain the same. Potential applications are for example in social media, in which
people produce actions such as online posts. In such a social network information flow
and is propagated by the members of a social network. Members are posting and
re-posting information, such as news or fake news. The analysis of such networks
could help identify clusters of people with strong contribution to propagation of such
information. Other potential applications might be found in the stock market as each
stock can be seen as members of a network which influences each other producing an
output. With stocks we have both spatial information as well as modular organization,
eg.: stocks form the same country or industry. These are just two examples of possible
applications which exemplify the broader applicability of the suggested methods beyond
the inference of eﬀective neural connectivity.

Chapter 6
Conclusion
In this thesis we investigated the viability of using spatial and modular information in
the inference of eﬀective neural connectivity. We derived two main approaches SECI
and MECI as well as sub variants.
While previous works, as discussed in Chapter 2, have studied the use of regularization such as spareness of connectivity, to the best of our knowledge, neither spatial
(distance) nor modularity priors in the sense we presented them here has been investigated in the context neural networks on the meso-scale before.
The formulation of our two approaches thus presents a novel contribution.
We have shown both methods to perform well on simulated data sets. SECI-L2
and Hi-SECI performed better an sparse regularization alone. We expect spatialbased regularization to have a limited impact as the distance dependence rapidly falls
over small distances of up to 300µm which leads to its application being reserved to
populations of neurons within such a field of view. The distance based regularization
might though be used in conjunction with other more global methods.
Modularity-based regularization on the other hand has potential to contribute to
integrate of diﬀerent scales of analysis. It is not restricted to only spatially organized
modules and can be extended to other module structures. Our evaluation shows that
the introduction of a modularity prior has merit and in the specific implementation of
our MECI algorithm showed to be robust to many conditions, such as diverging model
parameters initialization.
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